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Maritime Workers Rally To Fight Vicious Laws
Shipowners Plan Shackels
For Unions Through Passage
Of New Laws By Congress
The Voice Begins Series of Reviews Showing
Dangers In Proposed Legislation; Operators Eager To Obtain Weapon Similar To
Railway Labor Act for Preventing Strikes.
By J. W. ENGSTROM

Feel Heavy Hand Of Ford

RED TAPE FAILS TO HOLD
OFF DETERMINED GROUP
WHEN UNIONS BACK MOVE
Lundeberg Flayed for Independent Attitude
Which Left Many Without Protection
When Food and Shelter Was Lacking On
Beach

STRIKE EDICT
BY COURT HITS
AT ALL UNIONS

By Central Relief Committee
After three weeks of constant struggle, the solidarity
of the united front of waterfront and uptown unions under
the leadership of District Council No. 2 of the Maritime Federation of the Pacific, has resulted in the SMASHING OF
THE RED TAPE which has so frequently prevented needy
workers from obtaining relief in the past.
The INDEPENDENT POLICY affected by certain officials of the S.U.P. has unfortunately prevented the RANK &
FILE of that union from fighting alongside their union
brothers as they have done so- many times in the past on the
picket line.
This mistaken policy has put the Rank and File sailors
in the seeming position of attempting to obtain relief for

(President, Maritime Federation of the Pacific Coast)
New Jersey Judge Pulls New
Starting in this issue there will appear each week cer- One by Deciding That
tain bills and the hearings upon same, affecting maritime Enough Scraps Will Solve
workers, that will come up for action in this session of Con- All tabor Troubles for Em/gress. Every member of the Maritime Federation of the ployers In Difficulty
Pacific should study these bills and the Congressional
hearings so that they Can make suggestions in their own TRENTON, N. J. (FP).—lf an emorganizations as how best to combat these vicious anti-labor ployer replaces striking workers
bills, which are being instigated by the Maritime Commis- with an equal number of strikesion.
breakers, the strike is ended.
In all probability they are backed up by the Shipowners Such is the substance of a de-

Association, because in the past+
0.members of the S.U.P. only, and
cision handed down by Vice-Chanfew months action of the shipownhas caused much rejoicing in up.
cellor Main Leon Berry here reern has proven conclusively that
town circles as it has apparently
Members of the United Automobile Workers at Dearborn shortly before they were arrested for violation
straining United Products Workers'
they are doing everything in their
confirmed what our "friends" of
Local Industrial Union 132 (CIO), of a 'traffic ordinance" for distributing literature outside teh Ford plant. An hour before, the Nat'l Labor
power to discredit us.
the San Francisco Chamber of
from picketing the Mode Novelty Co. Relations Board ordered the motor company to reinatate 29 employes and cease interfering with their self.
Commerce have been anticipating
The outright lies against the
—(Federated Pictures.)
of Newark. The action climaxes organization.
for some time: namely, that the
crew of the President Hoover was
a series of violently anti-labor demuch rumored split In the water.
a recent example and also the tieWASHINGTON (F'P) Unem- cisions by the reactionary New Jerfront unions had arrived.
Ing up of ships indiscriminately ployment compensation
courts.
sey
.for railAs an immediate solution was
and stating that it is due to the road employes,
Refusing to consider the original
whose status is unso vital to the workers, the initial
unsettled union conditions aboard
Behind the Scenes Activity
certain under the current social merits of the case, Berry developed
and the lack of dim- security
Belies Bluff, According to steps taken to break the RED
further: "Picketing is
program, will be the ma- his the
cipline shown by seafaring men.
Reports of Michigan Goa- TAPE was rather drastic—sup.
The following bills are coming before Congress and
jor item on the legislative calendar concomitant of a strike. Where no
They further state they will have of the railroad unions in the corn- strike exists, picketing is unlawful.
sip
Which Sees Another ported by rank and file members
will affect the Maritime Federation of the Pacific
of the various unions, the commitwithdraw
from
certain
to,,
routes lug session of Congress, it was an- When a strike ends, the controversy
Steel Surprise
Coast:
tee pulled a sitdown strike in Mr.
unless they receive a United States flounced here following a meeting ends, and there is no longer any neSmall's office (Local SFeA head).
.
mail subsidy.
By CARL HAESSLER
H.'R. No. 8532—A bill to amend the Merchant Maof the Railway Labor Executives cessity or excuse for picketing."
WASHINGTON (FP) — Business
This action was followed by the
We have most of these bills that association.
"A strike Is ended when the
(Federated
Press)
rine Act 1936, to further promote the merchant mahas reached the bottom of the
throwing around the building of a
affect the members of the MariThe measure is now being draft- places of the strikers have been
DETROIT—The devastating de- picket line. These
rine
policy therein declared, and for other purposes.
current
decline
steps, although
unless
and,
wages
time Federation in the office at ed and, it is expected, will be in filled and the employer's business
nuncation of Ford Motor .ne
Co labor nor immediately
ver
There are also "Committee Prints of Amendments" on
successful,
the present time. We do not have final shape before the opening of is operating in a normal manner are cut, will start a slow and
policies by the National Labor Re- theless enabled the
committee to
this H. R. 8532 Bill—numbers 1, 2, 3 and 4.
enough copies, however, to send Congress. An effort will be made and to a normal extent," Berry de- steady rise upward in the first
lations Board in its order of Dec. obtain an interview with
half of 1938, the, American FedMayor
to all organizations, but their num- to have the carriers cooperate in creed.
23 and the angrily contemptuous Rossi and, in addition, certainly
H.
R.
No.
8344—A
bill
protect
to
preserve
the
and
eration
Labor
of
monthly , survey
hers will be placed in the "Voice" the program. It is hoped that the
Recently Berry outlawed strikes
defiance by Ford attorneys and of- made it easier for them to
Salmon Fishery of Alaska and for other purposes.
conand any organization that would joint effort of the carriers and the for a closed shop and handed down of business predicts.
ficials make the openshop auto vince the "Mayor" of the
seriousH. R. No. 4596—A bill to authorize the establishThe rapidity of the business
like to have copies of same may unions will pass the measure by injunctions severely limiting the
concern once more the focus of na- ness of the waterfront
situation.
get them by writing to their Con- February 1.
right to picket. In announcing the slump, cleaned Inventories,. the
ment of a permanent instruction staff at the United
tional attention in the labor-capital
SLASH RED TAPE
gressman in Washington, requestPresent plans call for a 3 per present decision, he cited reaction- federation says, and thus, completStates Coast Guard Academy.
field.
At this meeting, His Honor
ing them to send all bills and hear- cent tax on railroad payrolls to ary opinions from California and ed necessary readjustments, MainShrewd observers take Ford's agreed to contact immediately highS. No. 3475—An out to provide for the establishtenance of wage rates is necessary
Imes affecting the maritime work- provide funds for unemployment Massachusetts as precedents.
flouting Of the law—since board er officials of the SRA and to use
"The decision was the worst and to complete the exhaustion of these
ers, which will come before this compensation with administration
ment of fair labor standards in employment in and
orders
have that weight was an- his good offices to sidetrack the
session of Congress.
of the act by the Railroad Retire- most vicious act against labor which stocks 'and permit the purchases
affecting interstate commerce, and for other purother example of his inept public many petty technicalities, includFollowing are statements of Jo- ment Board instead of the Social could have been rendered by man of new -materials, it is stated.
poses.
relations policy. Previous instances ing the residence clause which .has
or beast," charged Acting Regional
(Continued on Page 3)
.Security Board.
"There will undoubtedly be pres(Continued on page 5)
(Continued on page 5)
S. No. 2958—A bill to establish a fleet auxiliary reCIO Director Samuel Macri. "Berry sure: from 'manufacturers to reshould be placed In the category of duce costs by reducing wages," the
serve fn the Coast Guard for the training of Merchant
a strike-breaker," he declared, de- survey says. "It is the task of
Marine Officers and seamen, and for other purposes.
manding that the Judge resign and union labor to maintain wage
S. No. 3032—A bill to amend the Panama Canal
announcing that steps would be tak- rates." Wages, the survey continen by organized labor to seek his ues, must not
Act.
be cut 'because (1)
impeachment.
the, cost of living is still 3.7%
S. No. 2959—A bill to regulate the issuance of li"According to the decision, labor above last year and
(2) wages difcense
to officers of the Merchant Marine, to define the
would be subjected to the worst kind fer
,from 'other costs which make
duties of shipping commissioners, to establish in the
of slavery," he added. "The reacup operating expenses insofar as
tionary decisions of the New Jersey they
Coast Guard special training for seamen for the Mercreate the market upon which
courts have abrogated the entire
chant Marine, and for other purposes.'
the manufacturer depends.
contents of the national labor re"Declines which reduced producS. No. 3078—A bill to amend the Merchant Marine
lations act. The must be stopped."
tion below the level of consumpAct 1936 and for other purposes.
Macri announced that the case
tion 'have kept new goods off the
would be appealed.
S. No. 3038—A bill to aid in the national defense,
market, and speeded the selling of
------NEW YORK, Jan. 5.—Joseph Curran, General Organizto promote water borne commerce between the States,
supplies on hand,." the survey
er, National Maritime Union, has warned the steamship
NEW YORK, Jan. 5.—The National Maritime Union has
notes. "New orders are at' last beto further the development and maintenance of interowners that American seamen would accept no compromise
challenged the right of the Maritime Commission to deprive
ginning. to appear in a few • lines,
coastal
and
shipping
for
other
purposes.
for the rotary hiring hall.
the union of the right of collective bargaining aboard the
such as steel and cotton grey
Rotary shipping is the system whereby vacancies on
goods, and it is generally believed
Commission vessels.
vessels
are filled from a4.
board
In a letter to J. Warren Madden, Chairman of the Nathat by spring, if buying power
union list in the order in which
holds, the most important oversuptional
Labor Relations Board, Joseph Curran, General Orthey occur. Seamen "on the beach"
WASHINGTON (FP)—Possibili- plies will be cleared, forcing organizer for the union, demanded
register with the union dispatcher
ties that the United States will ders for new goods.
that the Board "enforce the law"
and receive a shipping card with
soon embark on a vastly extended
and carry out elections among the
"Orders will come through slowa number.
naval building program, due to the'
unlicensed personnel aboard the
ly at first. Business will be on a
When his number is reached
ed to be a Louisiana utility exeBy EDWARD LEAV ITT
Recognizing that The factors in the international situa- hand-to-mouth basis and gains
commission's ship.
in
(numbers are called consecutively)
(Federated Press) .
cutive.
The commission owns some 40
Voice of the Federation is tion, were, expressed by President production will be • moderate. Such
he is sent to fill the position—
Roosevelt in a letter to Rep. Edw.
vessels,
most of which are leased
big
of
YORK—A
roster
Both
NEW
American
is the forecast of business observthe outstanding labor, paCyanamide and
.
.
proving, of course, that he is qualiT. Taylor (D., Colo.), chairman of ers
to private operators and engaged
Johns
-Manville
luminaries
named
is
have
in
business
for
notorious
the
first
antihalf
of
1938."
Preparations
for a strike vote
fied for the type of work desired. per on the Pacific Coast, the House appropriations commitin ordinary competition.
labor records. So unrestrained have
a current lawsuit as financial backagainst the Federated Metals CornThe Fraley News Co., is tee.
Shortly after the union begun a
Recently, representatives of the
been Bell's attacks on the New
ers of Gerald L. K. Smith and his
series of conferences with repre- handling the publication
The letter, made public by TayDeal that he has won fame for patty, San Francisco, a division Board were stopped by Maritime
sentatives of the American Steamanti-labor, anti-New Deal Commit- them
on all it news stands in the lor after the President referred to
among his Tory colleagues. of the American Smelting & Re Commission agents as they proship Owners Association last week,
it at one of his semi-weekly press
Million.
One
'of
tee
East Bay territory beginThe Johns-Manville executive fining Company, are being made pared to ballot certain of these
the International Mercantile Maconferences,, declared that budget
ships. They told the Board's repnames
were
The
made
public
could
not be reached for 4i, state- by the Golden Gate Refinery WorkThe 1.8tit annual Butchers' Ball
ning today.
rifle, this country's premier steamestimates, with regard to the Navy
resentatives
that the commission
Edward
L:
when
Powers, Smith's ment. Bell, queried by
wil be held Saturday
. .
Federated ers Union, Local No. 50 of, the had "forbid"
ship company, notified its employes
any collective barLook for the paper on were,prepared in the early autumn uary lii, in tile Civicevening; Jan- former aide wbo had a falling out Press, authorized a statement
Auditorium,
that International Union of Mine, Mill g
that it would refuse to recognize
and that it is possible that a supgainingelections on its vessels.
with his Chief, filed a bill of par- he had never contributed to
stand;
you
ask
it
for
if
it
under
Smelter
the
&
Workers.
auspices
of
Smith
Butchers'
shipping and the closed shop.
plemental request will be made laELECTIONS ORDERED
ticulars in New York Supreme or to the Committee of
Union, Local 116.
doesn't appear there; come ter
One MilNegotiations extending over the
BASIS, OF UNION
Elections have been ordered by
to provide for additional buildCourt here, in his Suit to compel lion. A .company official said
Smith past thirty days have failed to pro- the board on
Milton S. Maywell, secretarylet us build a real ing of naval vessels.
Curran notified the shipowners on
some 60 steamship
an accounting of the committee had twice approached
Bell for duce satisfactory understanding on lines among
that the union is prepared "to street circulation in MetroThe President said that the move treasurer of the dance committee, finances. Powers says he was gypthem the lines owned
money.
the questions of union shop, wages, by the commission.
fight for these things (closed shop
could not be described as the be- reports that proceeds will be set ed out of his share of the profits.
politan Oakland.
job classificaaion, hours, seniority,
and union hiring) which are the
ginning of a preparedness. cam- aside to aid labor causes and for
Balloting has already been cornPowers named as among Smith's
Thecow
HOUSTON, Tex. (FP)—"School .vacati
mipthanpy onpleted on 31 lines
very basis of trade unionism."
"The assailants can offer na paign. If construction of the ves- charitY.
with the N. M.
backers Pres. William B. Bell of teachers are being treated like
The hiring hall has been in ex- good reason for having strafed the sels is recommended the building
facay;efuses to move U. winning 26 and the InternsTwenty-one vaudeville acts and American
Cyanemide,
Pres.
Lewis
tory
hands; and as in industry, from its proposed job classification tional
istence for several months on the Panay. As far as anyone knows, will be started immediately, he three dance orchestras
Seamen's Union winning
have been H. Brown of Johns-Manville, Pres. paid
stoolpigeons are sent out in and wage rates which would mean three.
Pacific Coast and Is one of the there wasn't, a Chinese baby said, and would take place in the engaged. All
(Two lines found the mitthree halls in the Charles Costa of the Costa Trucktheir midst.," it was charged be- a decrease in pay for 26 men.
chief points in the rank and file aboard."
Ap- Jority voting for neither union.)
H. V. Wade, Detroit navy and private shipbuilding Civic Auditorium ,will be used for Jog
Co.; ex-Gov. James A. Noe of fore a convention of teachers
in proximately 160 employes are af(Continued on page 5)
News.
The total votes for the N.M.11
yards.
dancing.
;Louisiria, and,. Mark Wolff, report- Houston.
fectedi
(Continued on page 6)

Rail Unions
Seek Clarity
On Security

A. F. OF L. SEES
STEADY RISE
FOR BUSINESS

Attacks On Hiring Hall
Bring Ultimatum From
Waterfront Union Aides

WATCH THESE BILLS

FORD FLOUTS
LAW AS LABOR
WAITS MOVE

Collective Bargaining Ban
On Maritime Commission
Vessels Stirs N. Y. Battle

New York Shipowners Told By Curran That
Union Workers Will Not Relinquish Control of Only Fair Method to Select Men
for Jobs

N.M.U. Finds Arbitrary Ruling Despite Orders That Elections Be Held On Some 60
Ships; Stand Flayed As Defiance of U.S.
Law

New Warships
Planned For
Preparedness

Tory Leaders Back Noted
Anti-Labor Group Chief Strike 'Vote

Voice On Sale
In Oakland

Set for 150
Mill Workers

Butcher's Ball To Be
Held on ;January 15
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Union
Meetings

ARTICLE XI.
Editor.
There was a time, not so long
ago, when the letters published
(From the Constitution of the Maritime
In the Voice under the heading
Federation of the Pacific Coast)
of the rank and file opinion, were
San Francisco
the most educational and constructInternational Association of
Voice
ive part of the paper.
68
No.
Section 1.(C)The policy of the"
Lodge
Machinists, S. F.
Every Wednesday, 8 P. M.
Although Mr. John Shipowner in
refrain
to
" shall be
of the Federation
Convention Hall, Labor Temple. the strike was forced to capitulate,
16th and Capp Sts.
attacks, or attacks
al
person
any
in
from
ing
the men participat
Executive Committee, 2nd and none of
beSPIES
USE
to
RS
enough
PLANTE
fool
was
fight
8
the
month;
4th Mondays of each
upon bona-fide labor organizations.
PLAN IMPROVEMENTS
San Francisco,
P. M.; Room 208 Labor Temple. lieve or to work under the illu- Editor:
Any criticism in its pages shall be diDec. 31, 1937.
Edward Harris, President.
sion that the enemy was vanThe following is in answer to the
Harry Hook, E. F. Dillon, Busi,
Federation
of
the
Voice
need
quished. On the contrary, the
rected against a policy or principle
letter of J. M. Ryan, Book No.
ness Agents.
Calif.
San
Francisco,
gains
our
to
hold
in
digging
for
the
T. W. Howard, Financial Secre253, MAUS, which appeared in
rather than against an individual or orDear Sirs and Brothers:
"The Rank and File" is an open forum. Letters do not
and to successfully repel an oftary.
of the Voice.
issue
last
resoluof
a
Enclosed is a copy
Wm. B. Peterson, Recording Sec- fensive was on everybody's mind.
ganization.
necessarily represent the opinion of THE VOICE OF THE FEDBrother Ryan's letter contains
retary.
tion from the United Cannery,
you wish to take issue with any letters published in
If
ERATION.
That's why we built a Federation.
very constructive criticism
Agricultural, Packing and Allied
these columns, it is your democratic duty to do so. All letters to
That's why the letters to the Voice some
of
FIGHT ALGIC CASE
Pacific Coast Marine Firemen, were deucational and constructive. and is welcomed by the officials
of America, Local No, 76,
n
when
SMOTHERS VOICE
Workers
typewritte
and
250
to
words
confined
the Editor should be
answer
Editor:
Oilers, Watertenders & Wipers'
San Pedro, Calif.,
the Federation. I will try to
Kuai. This
in
in.
Hanapepe,
C.I.O.,
number
book
the
writer's
and
be
signed
must
They
possible.
for
Now, what do we see? But
A8soclation.
The enclosed is a copy of a letDec. 26, 1937.
his questions.
resolution was concurred in by
dicated. Reports from ships' crews must be signed by elected
Robert Fitzgerald, Secretary pro a few exceptions, valuable space
the
received from Lietu-Governor
ter
in
is
to
Editor:
referred
last
at
their
2
District Council No.
The camera
tern—Thursday at 7 p.m., 58 Com- taken up with mud slinging. This
ships' representatives.
H. Kennedy of Pensylvania in
time
Win.
Because the Voice had not as
mercial St., Tel. DOuglas 5650, San
regular meeting held on Decemoffice and may be used at any
extended
guy is "commissar," that one a
ixot
iri reiisisv i trhutoioA
n ge
t ttoo ar(it(
i
e
p
h
s
e
o
r
t
to
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at
interest
Francisco, Calif.
e
its
made
appearanc
yet
of
ber 28, 1937.
there is something
UNITY
BACKS
N
EXPLAI
S
Bert Coleman, Agent—Thursday "wob," another one a "politician",
SCALER
a
on
Voice.
Hall'
and
Firemen's
the
'Sailors'
this?
for
publish
hed
kindly
you
Will
photograp
24 Findlay Grove, Restaat 6 p. m. 84 Seneca St., Tel. Maid others are "pie-cards," "big shots" be
Seattle, Wash.,
recent rainy Sunday I took a bun- here in Baltimore of January 6.
Fraternally yours,
6331, Seattle, Wash.
The scarcity of news from the
alrig, Edinburg 7.
•
and what not. And the tragic part
1938.
3,
Jan.
down to the ships to sell.
(lie
OpAREA
BAY
CO
FRANCIS
Radio
SAN
Gus Oldenburg, Agent—Thursand
every one of these Mates, Engineers
speak
Editor:
ietelolg
a m
have'
ti011
your
Editor:
l
a
ddrss
longshorewere—the
day at 7 p. m., 111 W. Burnside of it is that
results
The
2,
NO.
memDISTRICT COUNCIL
who erators is entirely due to the
Voice of the Federation,
in Dec. 30
letter
to
regards
meeting
In
St., Tel. Beacon 4336, Portland, Ore. monickers are levelled at men
anrd
men on the docks wouldn't even
Z. R. BROWN,
organizations themI wish to express, on behalf of
B. J. O'Sullivan, Agent — Tues- had contributed a great deal to- bers and the
issue of the Voice signed by Alfred
Secretary. take a second look to read the Baltimore January 6th on the S-Sdays at 7 p. in., 111 West Sixth St., wards building the Maritime Fed- selves, for the simple reason that Martin, No. 2302, S.U.P., the ship the rank and file comrades and
headlines. On four ships it was Algic controversy.
Tel, San Pedro 2838, San Pedro,
in any news whateration and organizing the East they do not send
feel that he was myself in Britain, our sincere apSeattle
of
"It. is my judgment and convicscalers
mainly the officers who bought the
Calif.
1
RESOLUTION No.
seamen to a soever. We would be only too glad very confusing and we want to preciation and thanks for the
Lake
and
Gulf
Coast,
tern—
that the prosecution and conPro
tion
Agent
Taylor,
Denis
WHEREAS: In May, 1937, paper. The' crew or rather minspace for them, as
a clear. prompt response to our request
others
Thursdays at 7 p.m., 811 Nuuana degree where national unity and a to set aside
any
and
him
give
of the striking seamen .
viction
to
respond
didn't
personnel
Nathe
censed
with
brothers, if
charges were filed
Ave., Honolulu, T. H.
ter copies of the Voice. I have reNational Maritime Federation is well as our imprisoned
our situation.
of
ing
s a precedent which, if
understand
establishe
tional Labor Relations Board a noticeable degree when I hawked
R. Johannsen, Agent-315% Her- possible.
we were sure we could get news
ceived regular supply of five copies
to stand, without doubt
gangs
permitted
have
scalers'
Seattle
wares.
my
The
against the Hawaiian Sugar Planton St., Aberdeen, Wash.
from them or from other
since
November.
on the constitutional
Mail
Alussolini rode into power on the items
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A third mate or "Sparks" was
working at the American
en's Association; and
members of the Federation on the
and
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We are following very closely the
shoulders of a united industrialist
rights
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real
that
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one
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doubt
& Powerboatmen
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by
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(Fascist) movement and asdivided
Steamprogress
particular
seamen
and the American Hawaiian
named the Hawaiian Sugar Plant- delight in receiving a copy.
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We will endeavor to have a stand- ship Co. who have worked at these C.I.O. and the move by waterlabor movement. Hitler rode into
Between the Federation Board could be treed against seamen
having violated
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n
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addresses
crew,
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a
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longworkers
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Chas. Delaney, President and a divided
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ers Association maintains an 'nisi- should be. The reason I think is ing
e
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tve thepc
Business Manager., GAr. 1904.
On the question regarding the jurifelictional troubles and the men of your progressive organizations cats espionage system to spy on that color is lacking.
both countries the "commissars"
W. Erickson, Dispatcher, GAr. arid the "wobs" and the "big shots" District Councils, we receive no
drive
the
from
resulting
d'netoh
belieho
iksge
I once suggested a "Shipmates should
get 85 cents per hour straight time for and
workers engaged in legitimate run1904.
the
and "politicians" are in the same letters containing news from any or $1.25 per hour overtime. With toward unity of the whole labor ion activities; refuses the use of Ahoy" column, containing such in.
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Council
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trade
District
the American Mail Line gang we and
Ladies Auxiliary, I. L. A. No. 3 concentrat
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to get 80 (*Intl per hour straight is a similar drive being made in by the Hawaiian Sugar Planters' hall in 'Frisco." Bill; Frank Verdi, force bad economic
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Mrs. M. Eastman, President,
publicity, something
time, or $1.20 per hour overtime. this country, but unfortunately it association; is openly coercing and Jim so and so is looking for you their employes,
spiration to the labor movement for take care of
Mrs. R. Jones, Secretary.
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advisable.
G. Mathias, Treasurer.
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VOICE of the FEDERATION

Shipowners Plan Shackels
For Unions Through Passags
Of New Laws By Congress
(Continued from Page 1)
seph P. Kennedy, formerly chairman of the Maritime Commission.
By reading these statements you
will readily see and understand
how vicious these bills will be.
These statements are on H. R.
, Bill No. 8532, which contains most
of the vicious legislation that we
will have to fight.
(From "Hearings before the
Committee on Merchant Marine
' and Fisheries, House of Representatives on H. R. 8532 Part 1.")
LABOR CONDITIONS

commission to give American seamen on subsidized vessels superior
working conditions and decent
wages, there is little likelihood of
an early solution of the serious
labor situation with which we are
confronted without additional legislation.
"Present conditions in the American merchant marine are very unsatisfactory. Order and discipline
have largely disappeared. Passengers are all too frequently subjected to insolvent and impertinent
treatment; vessels have been delayed by the frequent use of the
'sit down' and 'quickie" at the last
minute before sailing time. Such
conditions must be remedied forthwith or disgusted and worried shippers and travelers will turn to the
vessels of our competitors.

some parts of the Railway Labor
Act?"
"The Chairman: Yes.
"Mr Culkin: You are going to
put them in this same bill?
"The Chairman: That is a question for the committee. It will be
remembered that a bill for that
purpose was introduced last year
and complete hearings were held
on it. It will be for the consideration of the committee whether to
include such amendments, if they
desire to report them, in this bill,
or to report a substitute for the
bill that is already before the committee on which hearings have
been had, or otherwise to dispose
of it..
"Mr. Sirovich: Mr. Chairman, Is
it the purpose of the chairman to
permit representatives of the various labor unions to present their
side here?
"The Chairman: The chairman
recognizes no obligation to any
particular group. The chairman has
made the statement that the necessity for this legislation is so great
and the situation so acute that he
chairman desires to complete the
hearings as soon as possible.

lay—is effective not only In eliminating hasty acts which beget
strikes, but also in bringing about
mutually satisfactory agreement.
"It. should be emphasized that
this act does not prohibit the use
of labor's most important weapon
—the strike—but only provides in
the public interest that such weapon shall not be employed until
reasonable efforts have been made
by both parties to settle the dispute without disrupting the transportation service of public.
"Although complaint is made by
some against such enforced delay,
it is the opinion of the commission
that in water transportation, as
well as in rail transportation, the
interests of the public are paramount and that both operators and
employes must relinquish some of
the privileges of those who are
not engaged in businesses so directly connected with the public
welfare.
"In the maritime field an additional consideration prevails—the
importance of its continued mantenance to national defense.
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WILLIE OPENS THE GATES WORKABLE SOLUTION FOR
LABOR PEACE TOSSED OUT
OF WINDOW BY OFFICIALS

The Voice of the Federation is enabled through a secret source
to make public the inspiration of the following poem. This is a "scoop"
of international significance and reveals that the "world do move."
The late Arthur Brisbane, wishing to make it possible to meet his
"Boss" in the hereafter, determined to get him on record for one good
deed before the final call.
Now William Randolph Hearst, as Brisbane knew better than any
mortal, has a record completely off balance. Much weight keeps his
scales lopsided.
Said Brisbane: "Now is the time for you to get on record. If you
ever wish to see me again you must take time out in the next short years
to perform one good deed. Try and think up something so that when
the last edrition starts rolling you will be ready."
Willie went into a Seance and here is what he offers the world as
The One Good Deed for which he hopes to win his place among The
Elect:
WITH APOLOGIES TO NO ONE AND THANKS TO THE MUSE
Oh, I'll never force my staff to join the Guild,
At the very thought of that my biltiod is chilled.
I might have to fire them, yes,
While their wives are in distress;
I might have to cut their wages,
While their children are in stages
Of infantile paralysis and such,
But men must have their freedom,
And to liberty 1'11 treat 'em,
1'11 save 'em from the union's awful clutch.

I.L.G.W.U., Says Amazing Thing About
Failure Was That Logical Approach To
Success Seems to Have Been Neglected
NEW YORK.—The breakdown of peace negotiations
between the American Federation of Labor and the Committee for Industrial Organization is viewed with "profound regret" but with refusal to "abandon hope" in an
editorial in Justice, official organ of the Int'l Ladies' Garment Workers' Union, C.I.O. affiliate. Text, which union
officials declined to amplify, follows:
+ "The failure of peace negotiations between the Committee for
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employes,
has
it
ment..
A
ship
futile.
is
no place for dividchant marine will be
council to suspend or expel affiliMay keep the cost of firing down, they say.
certain unfair labor practices and
sary to grant similar jurisdiction
"Labor relations in the shipping ed authority. The nature of a seaated unions between conventions,
1 might have to force my staff
to take steps including the restoraBoard.
National
Mediation
to
the
man's
calling,
which gives him a
Industry have long been characterappeared to have removed all basic
Out to stand a lot of gaff,
tion of discharged men to their
"The commission wishes it to be
ized by an unenlightened attitude unique and favored status under
barriers which stood in the way of
They might have to swim the torrents
positions with back pay and the
prothe
understood
that
clearly
the
law,
also
imposes upon him
on the part of both employer and
an accord.
Dining floods, despite abrhorrence
posting of notices relating to the
posed measure will not interfere
employe. The result has been that obligations not common to shore
ADVOCATES POLICY
Of cold water and pneumonia and the like.
WAY SEEMS CLEAR
company's
compliance with the orproorderly
in
the
any
with
way
occupations.
American shipping, despite the
I might force them into fire,
However, it has always been the
"The
remaining problems, chiefder
and
the
conduct
future
the
of
technical progress of the past cen"Men must abide by their ship- policy of the committee to grant cesses of collective bargaining, or
Into all disasters dire,
ly the question of readmission of
company.
development
of
with
stable
the
tury, has remained in a backward ping articles and obey their offi- hearings, with a reasonable opporInto vomit gas and bullets from a strike.
Statements of the company of- the C.I.O. unions into the A. F. of
state so far as labor relations are cers; officers must be mindful of tunity to be heard, and every ef- unionism in the industry.
ficials
indicate that the company L., to all practically minded people
believe,
the
commission
on
"The
concerned.
their responsibilities. On passenger fort will be made to pursue that
"I might jeopardize relations
will
not
comply with the board's appeared only as matters involving
"At the hearings held by the vessels, there must be a new con- policy now. It is a policy which the contrary, that the application of
By removing their vacations,
order
and
that the company will technique and method rather than
Labor
Railway
principles
the
of
the
commission prior to the adoption cept of service.
Or I might hold back their checks,
chairman believes to be salutary.
fight
the
case
in the courts. The principle. Given the will and an unAct to the maritime industry will
of the order prescribing minimum
If they fall and break their necks,
"It need not be pointed out to The time for the Pacific coast has
board
will
ask
the circuit court to biased handling, these problems, it
bargaining
collective
foster
on
a
• wage and manning scales and rea- this committee
Since sick leave is a costly thing for me.
that the major part been so short that they must be
enforce
its
order
and if the court seemed, could be settled by diligent
permanent basis and thereby serve
sonable working conditions, oppor- of all
But one thing I've guaranteed 'em
subsidies granted American heard a little later.
complies
and
the
company
refuses application within a reasonable
employe,
employer,
interests
of
the
tunity was given the men to lay shipowners is
And that's their blessed freedom.
"Labor representatives have been
accounted for by the
to
obey
the
company
will
be
sub- time.
and the general public.
.heir grievances before the com- increased labor
What I like about their freedom is it's free.
cost of operating heard on the bill which has already
"Unfortunately, such a will to
ject
to
contempt
of
court.
that
"It
been
the
has
stated
mission.
ships under the American flag.
been introduced. The chairman recIt was indicated from Detroit peace and a determination to settle
maritime unions are not yet suffi"In addition to holding hearings,
There's just one form of coercion
"Under the present temporary ognizes the right of no group to ciently well organized to make sucthat the company will appeal the the tragic and costly controveisy
members of the commission visited
To which I have aversion',
subsidy agreements, the govern- determine when hearings shall be cessful the application of this statruling of the circuit court, if ad- appear to have been lacking. The
substantial number of vessels in
And that's to make them join a union, see!
ment is paying 43 per cent of the had, but they will be fixed at the ute. Assuming- for the sake of arverse,
to the U. S. Supreme Court amazing thing, during the final
order to see for themselves the
So
glad a gut to pop
total cost of , wages and of crews' committee's convenience. But he gument that the unions are not
and that it has hired Frederick stage of the now abandoned negoconditions under which our seaTo maintain the open shop
subistence. Sixty-four per cent of does believe that the policy which well entrenched, the act, as it is
Wood of New York, attorney for tiations, was that the logical and
-men were working.
In the name of individual liberty.
every operating differential subsidy has been pursued by this commit- proposed to be applied to the marithe Schecter Brothers in the case workable solution to lay aside for
In far too many instances they
dollar goes directly to the seaman tee, since he has been a member time industry, will actually hasten
in which the N.R.A. was declared the time being the question of imound the complaints of the men
Though the printers' shop is closed,
in the form of wages and sub- of this committee, that a full and the organization of the unions.
mediate readmission but to settle
were justified and that quarters
To the Guild shop I'm opposed;
fair opportunity, reasonable opporfirst, through subcommittees, all
sistence.
"Whenever
any
labor
dispute
ere crowded, insanitary and very
You can talk or you can picket,
tunity to everyone to be heard, is
jurisdictional conflicts and claims
"The present unrest is not merearises as to who represents the
poorly ventilated. The result was
But. the Guild shop just ain't cricket. ...
salutary policy, and, so far as
a
which involve the newly chartered
ly
a
controversy
between
employes,
National
the
ReLabor
shipownseries of orders for the remodel(Now be reasonable about this things, boys, and join me in
the chairman is concerned, that
unions of the CIO. with existing
lations Board, upon request of any
ing of crews' quarters on subsi• ers' and seamen's unions. The pubthe chorus):
policy will be pursued on this and
A.
F. of L. organizations, and then
lic
has
a
vital
interest
dispute,
required
the
party
is
in
to
to
these
disized vessels.
Oh, I'LL NEVER force my staff to join the Guild.
every other bill before the comenter as an entire group—was comcertify promptly the names of the
"While, because of the great age putes. Congress might well conNO!
mittee.
pletely tossed out of the window.
representatives selected by the emof many of these vessels, it is im- sider whether it proposes to spend
I'll never force my staff to join the Guild.
"You may proceed.
Such an approach, it seems to
ployes involved. Thereafter the mepossible to place them in a condi- large sums in promoting an Ameri"Commissioner Kennedy: Under
us,
could not have been stigmatizcan
in
adjustment
procedures
diation
marine—a
and
great
part
tion equal to that which is to be
the Railway Labor Act, any disPicketing of a shop where there ed by any right-thinking person as
•equired by the commission for of which is for the benefit of Amer- pute .arising out of grievances or provided for will tend to give addis no strike is legal if it is "peace- 'treason' or 'desertion' by. either
new vessels, nevertheless a real ican seamen—and continue to coun- out of the interpretation or appli- ed recognition and dignity to the
ful and truthful." An unincorpo- side.
mprovement will result when the tenance the present irresponsible cation of existing agreements be- unions.
"We cannot think of another
rated union cannot bequeath con"Because of the importance of
modifications now in process are attitude of so many of the men.
tween employer and employe are
uninterrupted service in watertracts or agreements except as in- group in the trade union family
FAVORS RAIL ACT
ompleted.
referred to an adjustment board
dividual members, acting collec- which will be more disheartened
"The commission has also preAs the most practical, method of composed equally of representa- borne commerce, and because of
tively, establish collective bargain- with the dismal outcome of these
scribed . a minimum wage scale for attempting to alleviate such un- tives of labor and the operators. the intimate relationship of steveDETROIT (FP)—Trade unionism industries that have shown the larnegotiations than the membership
ing rights.
dores, wharfingers, and towboat,
ubsidized ships and is preparing rest, the commission has concludwas more than a good bet for Michi- gest
"The history of the Railway Lagains are due mainly to the
There is no existing pathway in of our onion. Our union joined the
additional rules with regard to ed that the application of the medi- bor Act has been that these boards barge, and lighterage services to gan workers in the past year. It.
alining scales and working condi- ation principles of the Railway La- have been able to adjust such dis- merchant shipping, it is recom- paid off to the tune of $80,000,000, fact that they are organized," he California for courts to follow to C.1.0. movement not for motives
of gain or self-interest. We joined
determine jurisdictional disputes.
mended that the jurisdiction of the
tions. In addition, we have pre- bor Act to maritime labor is desir- putes in the vast
yes, eighty millions, in wage in- told reporters. Included are workmajority of cases
it because of the principles and
Such
were
decisions
anthe
Mediation Board extend not only
cribed vacations for both licensed able at this time. I should like to without the
creases, according to figures re- ers in autos, steel, furniture, paper,
necessity of the selecnounced by Judge Maurice Dooling the idealism involved in it, because
and unlicensed personnel.
outline the situation as we see it. tion of a referee, either by the ad- to diGputes between operators and leased by State Labor Commissioner
chemicals and food.
in recent San Francisco labor we were deeply concerned with the
"I have here a copy of the corn"The labor provisions which were justment board itself or by the vessel personnel, but also to long- K rogstad.
vindication of industrial unionism
Krogstad gave little comfort to cases.
shoremen, and to towboat, barge,
ission's General Order No. 15 set up, I understand, are not in National
Maritime Board.
Registered mainly in seven indusin
the mass production industries
One
involved
anti-union
lighterage,
picketing
of
the
which I should like to have includ- this bill, but you may have copies
employes.
dock
employers
and
who
plead
in"In the event that employers and
tries, the increases in six of them
ability to pay higher wages as an Howard Automobile Co. by the as a great and effective lever for
"It is proposed to have the mariof them if you care to go into employes
d in the record."
are unable to settle diswere attributed to trade union orexcuse for opposing unionism. He Retail Auto Salesmen's Union the organization of the millions of
"The Chairman: Without objec- them.
putes concerning rates of pay or time industry included with the ganization, Krogstad declared.
(A.F.L.) in an attempt to bring the workers employed in those indus'on, it is Sc) ordered.
said:
"Mr. Seger: I read accounts of working conditions for the future, railroads under the National Medi"The Increases in wages in the
tries,
firm's salesmen into the union.
ation Board because the impres"(The order referred to will be the insubordination of seamen and either party
may invoke the serv"Heads of industry usually say
WORTH THE PRICE
The other decisions arose from
sive record of that board indicates
ound at the conclusion of the insulting passengers. Has that been ice of the Mediation
Board or that
our seafarers; the men grew bitter they are unable to pay higher wages, the attempt of the Gassetana fill"In the fight for this cardinal
'day's proceedings.)
investigated and borne out by the board may profer its services. In that it will receive the confidence
and desperate, and the recent ex- yet if they are confronted by a ing station to enjoin the C.I.O. Fill- issue, our union has done its share
"Commissioner Kennedy: This commission?
the event that mediation fails to of all concerned.
solidly-organized group of workers
plosion was bound to occur.
ing Station Operators' Union from whole-heartedly and loyally. We
rder embodies the action just deWIDENS SCOPE
"Commissioner Kennedy: Yes, produce the agreement, provision
embracing an entire industry they
"By
denying the rights of their
soribed with the exception of the Sir.
picketing. The management had had to face costly attacks upon us
"This is necessary for effective
is made for arbitration, which is,
ale simply forced to meet the situaemployes
to
organize,
shipowners
hanges in crews' quarters, which
a
contract with the A. F. of L. suc- in many places because we are part
"Mr. Seger: Thank you.
however, not compulsory. If the service. The jurisdiction of this
tion of increased labor cost just as
of the C.I.O., and we gladly paid
are ordered separately for each
cessor to the union.
"The Chairman: The suggested Mediation Board is successful in board has been recently extended, created a condition favorable to they meet
an increase in the cost
essel.
Following the Howard decision the price. But our members had a
amendments will be incorporated neither mediation nor arbitration, with good results, to employes en- un-American doctrines. For eleven
of materials."
ASK NEW LAWS
upholding
non-strike
picketing, right to hope and to expect that
at the conclusion of this statement. both parties are free to act.
gaged In air commerce. Neither is years owners refused even to anThough increases in autos, food, Pres. John F. Shelley of the Labor when peace appeared realizable or
swer
employes
requests
of
"Despite the efforts made by the
their
"Mr. Culkin: Does this include
this board inexperienced in mariTHE STRIKE JOKER
paper and chemicals brought wages Council warned: "Don't take this possible it should and would be
time matters. It already exercises for collective agreements. When
"If, however, the action of either
above the 1923-26 period, wages in as a license to go out and engage consummated.
the
did
finally
seamen
organize
jurisdiction over all the employes
party threatens to deprive the
other industries, despite increases, in a lot of indiscriminate picket"May we add, too, that our union
of steamship lines and harbor and force the owners to hear their
country of an essential transportaremained below 1923-26. Krogstad ing. The council is studying rules will not abandon such hope despite
demands,
demands
were
these
natcraft controlled by railroads.
PAY CHECKS CASHED
tion service, a special fact-finding
predicted that the recession would to police unions to keep them from the discouraging outlook for peace
"The proposed amendments will urally distorted by the repressions
board of impartial persons may be
strengthen and solidify the ranks abusing picketing privileges."
at the present moment? We refuse
not, therefore, thrust this board of preceding years.
appointed. This board is required
of organized labor as the unions
The Howard Co. threatens to ap• to believe that the labor movement
into a new field, but will merely
HOW IT WORKS
to investigate the dispute promptstruggled for relief and work pro- peal the judge's ruling to the stat4 will accept the status of permanent
extend the scope of its activities
5843 SAN PABLO AVE.
"The National Labor Relations
ly and to report within 30 days.
grams.
civil war within its midst. We resupreme court.
therein.
Act already guarantees seamen the
During such period and for 30 days
fuse
to believe that the living or"An additional reason for utiliz- right to organize for collective bar1.
.
.
0 1 0•............enwoom.impoosmovms.
El
411 thereafter, the parties are forbid- ing
ganism of the trade union movethe
service
NIGHT
ALL
of
the
National
Me- gaining. Applicataion of the RailOPEN
Phone TEmplbar 2792
den to alter the status quo by
ment will endure such a policy of
diation Board is the saving in ex- way Labor Act to the maritime inOPPOSITE CITY HALL
strike, lock-out, or other action, exsuicide for long."
pense necessary to the establish- dustry will go one step further in
cept through mutual agreement.
ment of a new board, with its addi- that it will force operators to meet
1202 7th STREET
BAIL BONDS
"The experience of the railroad
tional overhead expenses.
Adeline Station, Oakland
with the representatives of their
Furnished Day and Night
Industry reveals that the technique
"On the other side of the pic- men, not only to settle questions
Oakland Bondsman for 38-44,ILA
100% UNION LABOR
so employed—conferences and do- ture,
518 Fifteenth Street
it should be pointed out that of future wages, rules and working
WASHINGTON (FP)—Railroads, $906,228,106, the Southern Pacific,
OAKLAND
the recent disturbances though di- conditions, but also to settle yelping that increased costs and $480,977,485, the Union Pacific,
'$Homoioeowouoausoso.a•mnaiwo
El
rectly caused by the men, have been through joint boards all grievances curtailed freight handlings, have re- $358,105,055, the Chesapeake and
Headed by "Slingin' Sammy.
"
the inevitable result of the short- and questions of interpretation of sulted in cuts in their incomes are Ohio, $209,971,836 and the New York Baugh,
acclaimed as the "football
100% Union Shop
Buhl Bros. sIghtd attitude assumed In the past agreements between the parties.
once again knocking on the door of Central, $198,229,557.
sensation of America," the world's
by a large number of ship operthe
U. S. Treasury and asking for
"Seamen
operators
alike
and
The
Wagon
Without
The Chicago Burlington and Quin- champions Washington, D. C. RedWheels
9TH & BROADWAY
ators.
must not lose sight of the fact that a handout.
Oakland
cy had a surplus of $189,218,469, the skins, are to make their only Call.
HOWARD TERMINAL
"During and shortly after the shipping is primarily an internaThe railroads want permission to Great
ALAMEDA
OAKLAND
Northern, $152,036,511, the tomtit appearance at Kezar Sta100% UNION—THAT'S ALL
war, thousands of fine young Amer- tional business. While losses in- increase freight and passenger rates
'Friend of Every Longshoreman
Southern Railway, $75,650,831, the dium January 16.
icans were brought from every sec- curred by domestic enterprises as 15 per cent, calculated to bring
1532 Buena Vista Ave.
and Seafaring Man
The Redskins will oppose a team
Baltimore and Ohio, $72,771,463, the
tion of the country to man the a suit of labor difficulties may be them an additional 47 million dolEl
Illinois Central, $66,457,374, and the of Pacific Coast All-Americans.
0
vessels built by the Shipping recouped later, the situation with lars a. year, and more loans from
The game will begin at 2 p, m.
Erie, $39,115,677.
WHAT YOU LIKE
Board. They learned quickly, dem- respect to shipping is vastly dif- the Reconstruction Finance Corposharp. All seats will be reserved:
Beer, Wine, Liquors
Between January, 1932, a-nd
TO EAT and DRINK
onstrating that American seamen, ferent. The business which Ameri- ration. The plea for additional loans
Incorporated
$1, $1.50 and $2, tax exempt. Mail
Sandwiches
1935, the railroads borrowed $507,given
St.,
Clay
525
decent
from
the RFC is supported by RFC
Oakland
working conditions can lines are unable to handle bewire and personal orders for the
900 Seventh Street
Wholesale and Retail
and proper encouragement are the cause of labor difficulties goes to chairman Jesse Jones who declares 645,424 from the RFC and borrowed
tickets should be filed at 409 HoiCor. Mkt. Hlgate 3804. Oakland •
1639 LINCOLN
$200,000,000
BUTCHERS
additional
an
from the
equal of any.
that the President's recent order
our foreign competitors.
bart Bldg., Sutter Hotel, Veterans'
Deliveries HI. 0808-0809
Alameda, Calif.
outright
Spent
by
PWA.
the
federal
"When the era of liquidation
"Some of it may be recovered, shutting down on new RFC commitWar Memorial Bldg., K. of C. Bldg.,
El
momiaimmormireimmomissemionmeiniesmeiTilii4
government
for
the
elimination of
came and the government began to but much of it will never come ments was not intended "for our
and usual agencies. The classic is
crossings
.......110411•041111101111MIOMMO4011/111011M111401.01•110414U1114A
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and
grade
the
straightenwithdraw from shipping, wages and back. If our American merchant regular customers."
being sponsored by St. Francis Aning of tracks was $186,000,000 of reFavorites for Good Food
working conditions grew steadily marine is to continue, and the
Farm Research, Inc., points out
sembly, fourth degree, Knights of
funds.
lief
worse. The result of such condi- Americant people are to continue that railroads' plea of poverty is
GAS—OIL
Columbus, the Disabled American
+ BEER :: CHOICE WINES +
tions was bound to be disastrous. to support it, such tie-ups must seemingly unjustified in view of
complete Lubrication
Veterans of the World War, and
SANDWICH
SHOP
+
Try Our Irish Turkey
Many of our young men left the cease and regularity of service the huge surpluses piled up by the
Patronize Voice Advertisers.
Union Operator
Opposite Encinal Terminal
other fraternal-veterans' charities.
sea never to return: questionable must obtain."
1003
roads. On December 31, 1936, the
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Pickets Win
Shop Rights
In S. F. Court

Eighty Millions Increase
Shown For Union Workers
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Henry Plans Another Ride

Published Every Thursday by
THE MARITIME FEDERATION of the PACIFIC COAST
Comprising
N. 0. M. M. & P. of the West Coast
I. L. W. U. Pacific Coast
Sailors' Union of the Pacific
Marine Engineers Beneficial Assn.
Pacific Coast Marine Firemen, Oilers, Water Tenders and Wipers Assn.
Marine Cooks and Stewards Assn. of the Pacific
Alaska Fishermen's Union
Inland Boatmen's Union of the Pacific
international Assn. Machinists, 79 and 68
American Radio Telegraphists Assn.
And Affiliates

Henry Ford has tuned up one of his best 8's and intends
take
American'Labor for a ride.
to
This time Henry intends to flaunt the workers of the
United States. He got away with a bluff against the Government during the days of the NRA by refusing, on the
(By I M M OA)
grounds that he was too BIG to be bothered, to abide by
commission of seacontact
the popular demand and accept President Roosevelt's pro- The
farers in Belgium, comprising the
gram.
union of merchant service officers
The Fascist-minded multi-millionaire is all set and in and the union of seamen, have
At the Golden Gate Press, 120 Golden Gate Ave.
great shape to make the Drive of his life.
submitted to the "Conseil ProfesPhone ORdway 3241
San Francisco, Calif.
Recently he sent 25 of his picked gunmen to Kansas sionel" (Joint Maritime CommisCity, Mo., to see that his assembly plant in that city got the sion for Belgium) divers demands
in favor of their members reguEDITORIAL BOARD:—
proper protection.
President
J. W. ENGSTROM
larly employed in the service of
American workmen had the audacity to attempt organi- vessels during the stay in the port
Secretary-Treasurer
J. KUCIN
zation under the rights given them by the Constitution and of Antwerp.
Vice-President
R. BENSON
he was following the only method he knows to see that The commission's proposals for
Trustee
R. DOMBROFF
such
the seamen demand the establishnonsense be stopped.
Trustee
N. P. ROBERTSON
ment of a 40%-hour week for the
metropolis.
Missouri
thugs
reached
the
group
of
pet
This
Trustee
JOHN SCHOMAKER
department, i.e. 7 hours of
deck
A few deputy sheriffs, probably under mistaken orders,
_._...._.....Editor, Pro Tern
R. DUNAVON
work per day for the first five days
nabbed the Ford "soldiers." And what do you suppose of the week and 51
/
2 hours on Sat"Entered as second-class matter, October 19, 1936, at the post office at the police found?
urday. For the engine room departSan Francisco, California, under the Act of March 3, 1879."
Even the Associated Press admitted in its story which. ment, a 40-hour week of 7 hours
was sent to all subscriber papers that 14 pistols, 12 shot- of work per day for the first five
SUBSCRIPTION PRICE, Per Year — $2.00
SINGLE COPIES -- Five Cents
guns, and 55 blackjacks were confiscated. All of the guns days of the week and 5 hours on
Saturday.
Advertising Rates furnished on application
but one were loaded when the "army" was halted.
Make all checks, Money-orders, payable to Sec.-Treas.
For engineers employed in this
The Associated Press wasted few words. The arms were service, it is to be noted that up
Maritime Federation of the Pacific Coast-24 Calif. St., San Francisco
"retained" by the police. BUT THE FORD GUNMEN till the present time no regulation
whatever .exists with regard to
WERE RELEASED.
and working conditions.
wage
This peaceful move on the part of Mr. Ford was in reThe vicious, slanderous and unprincipled attacks upon sponse to an assurance by a high city official of Kansas The demands submitted for this
category of seafarers can be summaritime labor by the press and lately by the Newsreels
City, who personally made the trip to Detroit, that Ford med up as follows:
shown in various theaters throughout the United States scabs would get "ample protection" in Kansas City.
A minimum daily wage of 85
bear out the many warnings issued to maritime unions that
francs.
PAPERS DISAPPOINTED
capital will stoop to any level to create and alienate public
Forty-two and one-half hours of
Few of the Associated Press subscribers gave the story work per week.
sympathy.
Overtime to be paid at the rate
To depict the maritime worker as an irresponsible in- much space. IT WAS TOO RAW TO PLAY UP.
of 15 francs per hour on work-days
Many of them, no doubt, regretted that the weapons
dividual with no regard for anyone or anything but himself
and at 18 francs per hour on Sunseems to be the one purpose in mind of our eminent capital- had not been taken from C.I.O. pickets. Then it would have days am] holidays.
been REAL NEWS.
ists and their satellite "statesmen."
An annual paid leave of fourteen
Henry Ford once chartered a ship to bring PEACE ON days.
They would have the public believe that the maritime
worker is responsible for the present dilapidated condition EARTH TO MEN ENTRENCHED IN EUROPE during the The adjustment of the rate of
salaries to the cost-of-living index
of the American Merchant Marine, notwithstanding the World War.
for assistant engineers navigating
His Model-T heart fairly burst with anguish at the without a certificate.
fact that they (the capitalists) gorged themselves at the
trough of public monies intended for the purpose of main- thought of the suffering of the boys who were fighting
NETHERLANDS CONFLICT
The difference existing between
away from home and Christmas was coming on.
taining that Merchant Marine.
His ship returned. He next appeared as a broadcaster the "Koninklyke Paketvaart MeatThe funds of the American people paid over to Steam(Royal Mail Steamship
ship operators in the form of Ocean Mail Contracts were of lessons for world economy. Whenever he made the front schappy"
Co.) and the unions of merchant
'lei applied to reconstructions and new bottoms as intended page and was allowed to speak on anything besides spark service officers in the Netherlands
but were diverted to the operator in the form of high sal- plugs the country enjoyed a hearty laugh. Henry's one- East Indies, which we have menaries and expense accounts to operators lobbying in Wash- track mind sputtered like his auto when he wandered away tioned on several previous occasions. is still pending.
from Lizzie.
ington for more.
that the unions
Since those early days he has become expert in another It will be recalled recognition
They would have the nation believe that a New Merof
demand official
chant Marine cannot be built until maritime labor is sup- line. AND THAT IS THE ABILITY TO GET EVERY their representative niandate for
pressed by becoming subject to new laws intended to keel- OUNCE OF ENERGY OUT OF HIS WORKMEN FOR THE the officers and the conclusion of
collective agreement.
haul and hogtie the men that work the ships. Yet when MONEY HE PAYS THEM IN WAGES.
that same labor was under-paid, under-fed and under-privOrganization has been fought successfully at every turn. The executive councils of the
reileged we heard no statements that the merchant marine is
Today he faces the greatest battle of his existence as union have finally decidedoftotheir
sort to a mass resignation
"very, very sick" and that laws must be passed to tie labor one of the world's greatest industrial magnates. He is an members with the company in the
down.
arch reactionary. He has utilized every means at the com- case that no favorable solution has
been reached by December 31, 1937.
We ask! What was it then? Now it is "discipline."
mand of a person who controls billions.
They recall that, with a view to
propaganda
were
It would be amusing if the current
SPIES BY THOUSANDS
avoiding a serious conflict, the
served with more finesse, but it's so crude it smells!
Ford's right hand man is one Harry Bennett. As head unions had In December, 1936, proSEAMEN PROVE THEIR WORTH
of his Service Department this worthy uses an army of posed government arbitration in
The latest masterpiece is an article in the weekly maga- thugs to kill,
and suggested a governto cripple, to maim those who dare promote the matter
ment inquiry.
zine TIME, purportedly quoting a, China missionary with a union
organization in any one of the vast Ford plants.
After a delay of six months, a
few choice (?) remarks of its own on the stranding of the
Testifying under oath recently one of Bennett's foremen commission was formed in the matPresident Hoover in the Orient.
said there is a spy for every twenty-five workmen. This ter and suggested a government
According to passengerk so says the article, "The inex- means
that the Ford spy army at the Dearborn plant alone inquiry.
perienced sailors—last minute pick-ups from West Coast must
After a delay of six months, a
total more than 6,500.
commission was formed which
hiring halls—capsized two lifeboats in shallow waters—
Every trick known to industrial tryants is used in the started the inquiry on June 15,
although the seas were heavy."
Ford plants to the disadvantage of his employes. The aver- 1937.
Landlubbers can be excused for their ignorance in mat- age hourly
wage is lower than any other of the large auto- The report of this commission
ters of the sea but they cannot be excused when making mobile
had not yet been submitted to the
companies.
statements concerning matters they know nothing about.
government at the end of October
With barricaded plants; with armed killers; with
last, which has finally led the
The fact that the hides of these garrulous individuals
trained spies; with a Tory background, and with billions unions to adopt the above-menwere landed safely without a scratch attests proves the
at his command Ford now plans to defy the progressive tioned decision.
crew was not made up of "last minute pick-ups from West
NEW AGREEMENT
stand of the American people.
Coast hiring halls" but that they were SEAMEN living up
HE SITS BEHIND THE WHEEL OF A FAST CAR AND (I. T. F.) The Swedish Seamen's
to the traditions of the sea and knew their business at that.
WITH HIM RIDES A MURDEROUS GANG. He plans to Union has concluded a new collective agreement for its memberes
Any Coast Guardsman will vouch for the fact that handling
show the Reactionaries how to crush American Labor and employed by the Sveabolaget, a
a crude "Lundin" flat-bottomed lifeboat in a heavy sea in
keep it subdued.
company trading along the coast
shallow water is a difficult feat.
DO YOU THINK HE WILL FINISH THIS RIDE AND and in the Baltic Sea, Wages am
Heavy seas have a bad habit of "breaking" in shallow
BE AWARDED THE PRIZE SET ASIDE FOR A WINNER? increased by about 20 crowns a
water. We agree that it was "miraculous that no lives were
includ-

Propaganda at Lowest Level

lost, that was probably due to the seaman, who thinks of
"no one but himself," and his ability to perform his duty
when called upon.
These passengers bewailed the fact that the ships officers did not land with their guns. What were they supposed to do with them? There seems to have been no need
for them for unusual as it was the passengers behaved well.
The writer recalls incidents where passengers "blew their
tops" in similar circumstances.
We are also to believe that the ships officers did not
live up to expectations and we are glad to hear that the
Masters, Mates and Pilots Association is taking steps to
smoke out the individuals responsible for the many slanderous statements directed at these officers who are members
of that organization and who have been in the employ ot
the Dollar Steamship Company for many years and Naval
Reserve Officers to boot.

Why Not Industrial Health?

The Merchant's Association of New York, holding its
40th anniversary meeting, called attention to the immense
progress the city has made since 1897 in health. The general death rate of the population in 1897 was 21.52 per
1,000 each year. Last year, it was 10.54 per 1,000. More
startling still is the change in infant death rates. The Association says that 40 years ago, in some parts of the city,
25 per cent of the babies born died within a year. Now,the
infant death rate for the whole city is around 45 per 1,000.
In other words; it has paid huge dividends to plan and
work and spend for physical health. In the light of experience, what valid objection can be made to planning, working and spending for industrial health?
If we can beat back tuberculosis to a fraction of its former deadliness, why can't we beat back poverty just as
much?
PURVEYORS OF SLANDER
If we can abolish typhoid fever, why can't we abolish
The article further intimates that the crew anticipated
unfaborable publicity and cabled their Union headquarters unemployment?
If we can save babies from death, why can't we save
denying charges before they were made.
But what the general public doesn't know is that these their fathers from joblessness?
cables were in answer to cables sent to the Hoover's crew
as part of an investigation by the unions to put a halt to
rumors floating around the country.
The new dictatorship in Brazil has issued a decree—or
The minute anything occurs in maritime circles which
whatever
is out of the ordinary we find that the men who perform
else you want to call it—that if the jury in any
case renders a verdict "contrary to the evidence," the jurors
the work, the wage earner,js responsible.
We suggest that before the blame is placed that a will be prosecuted for perjury. Of course, the judge, apthorough search be made and the facts disclosed. The pointed by the Fascist rulers, will be sole judge of the evimembers of the Maritime Unions have been too long carry- dence.
The Brazil bunch have taken a roundabout way for their
ing the load and they are not fooled by hysterical utterings
dirty
calculated to draw the attention of the people away from
work, Hitler was more direct. When he got tired of
the real purpose of the purveyors of slander.
some 250, men who had helped him to power, he sent out
To the maritime worker as well as that ancient philoso- his thugs and had them all murdered the same night. But
pher, "There is nothing new under the Sun," stands out with practice, the Brazilian dictatorship may come up to
more strongly than ever before.
Hitler.

Dirty Work In Brazil

month. A manning scale is
ed and provides for a substantial
increase in the deck complement.
Working hours are reduced, also
on days of arrival and departure.
Seamen may in the future not be
called upon to perform loading or
unloading work on the general
cargo, but only to operate the
winch and to unload the mail and
the luggage of passengers. Provision is made for seven annual holidays with pay after one year's service and for a subsistence allowance of 15 crowns. The agreement
affects 500 seamen and will remain in force until Feb. 15, 1939.
SECURE HOLIDAYS
(I. T. F.) The Belgian Transport
Workers Union last summer secured an annual paid holiday for fishermen. It only applied, however, to
owners employing at least 10 men.
Meanwhile the subject has been
further discussed on the joint council for the fishing industry, with
the result that in the future the
holiday will apply to all fishermen,
except those engaged in shrimp
fishing, for whom separate arrangements will be made, as well as to
men engaged in landing and marketing the catch. A royal decree
on the subject will be issued soon.
The employers will pay two per
cent of gross wages in the shape
of stamps to be affixed to special
holiday cards. The men will be
able to exchange these stamps for
cash at a post office when taking
their holidays.
EXPOSE FISH PRICES
(I. T. F.) Points from Garr()
Jones's speech in the debate on
the Sea Fish Industry Bill in Parliament last week;

"Whereas the average price received by the producer' was 2.180.
per lb. in 1934 and 1.740. per lb. in
1937, by the time the fish gets to
the retailer you have to pay anything between 10 and is. 3d. per
lb. for it.
There is anything between 400
and 700% margin between what
the producer receives and what the
consumer pays.
Their (the fishermen's) hours
and conditions are more severe
than the hours and conditions of
any other employes in this country, without exception. Is it realized that it is common for the
crew of a trawler to be 23 hours
without any sleep, and in that time
to have only 5 to 19 minutes to
snatch their food? I know cases
where they have been 30 and 36
hours without any sleep in all
kinds of weather.
I have a list of the wages which
are given to the skippers, and
taking them over a period of three
months the averag for a week in
fine weather when it is possible to
fish is £2 9s. 60., £1 18s. 50.,
£3 is. 2d,"
(I. T. F.) in the Norwegian district of Vestfold some four to five
huntired whalemen are out of work
owing to the closing down of several whale-oil reducing plants. The
branches of the Norwegian Seamen's Union in the district have
held a collection on behalf of these
men among those in employment,
and besides have petitioned the
companies. Further the union has
granted a sum of 25,000 crowns
for supporting the unemployed
whalemen.

Gigantic Frameup of Public Sentiment
Miners Rouses Unions In K.C.Checks Ford
(FP) — SenSPRINGFIELD,
tencing of 34 members of the Progressive Miners of America to four
years imprisonment and $20,000
fine each in federal court here is
the climax of a gigantic frameup,
union leaders declare, The men and
two non-members were convicted
of interfering with interstate commerce and with the mails .by alleged bombings of trains and structures. The union received an AFL
charter in opposition to the United
Mine Workers (C.I.0.) last May.
It had previously seceded from the
UMWA, alleging underhanded and
dictatorial acts by President John
L. Lewis.

DETROIT (FP)--United Automobile Workers members picketing
the Kansas City Ford plant were
not being arrested Dec. 28 for the
first time since the strike began
Dec. 10.
"This has resulted from a more
enlightened official attitude
brought about by the increased interest in the strike on the part of
civic leaders in the city stimulated
by conversations with Horner Mar'
tin, U.A.W. president," Richard T.

Frankensteen, acting union President, said.
The strike has been marked bY
sporadic violence, gun battles, gess'
ing of pickets by police, mass ar"This appears to be the most rests of pickets and an incident
monstrous miscarriage of justice in which 25 heavily-armed Ford
ever perpetrated against organized cileitihewierrewacytottigohtthebypil:toniti.ce w hile
labor," PMA officials declare. "We
are determined to carry on and
fight to the bitter finish this (Widen t attempt to railroad and frame
36 decent union men to the penitentiary."
WASHINGTON (FP) —Layoffs
have been prevalent in the federal government as well as in Private industoy, the United Federal
Workers declared here as it anthe formation of unemroneced
DETROIT (FP)—"Of course it is
accordunderstood," editorializes the De- ployment 'committees in
Industroit News, "that the CCC boys are ance with Committee for
the sort of stuff that soldiers are trial Organization policy.
made of when war threatens. Lots
Between June and November
of things are understood that are more than 40,000 persons have
better not talked about. It is quite been laid off in various governprobable that the several million ment departments, according to
Boy Scouts who in recent years the union, and there are intimahave been saluting the flag and LiOns that more firings are to
STOKEHOLD COMPLAINTS
Amsterdam, Dec. 6. (I. T. F.)-- marching and making camp fires come. The union is seeking agree'
missal noWe take. the following article from and mulligan stew, are better ma- merits providing for dis
the October number of the journal terial out of which to make soldiers tices of at least 15 days and WI'
in
of the Danish Engineer Officers' than am those who stayed at home, erence for discharged workers

40,000 Government
Workers Lose Places

Just Cannon Fodder
But Don't Tell Boys!

Union in the expectation that it But nobody wants a government ofwill also be of interest to those ficial to proclaim that the Boy
who work in the engine room and Scout organization is providing
trained youngsters that 'could be
stokehold in other countries:
"The executive of the Engineers' turned Into first class fighting inert
union often receives from the Fire- almost at a moment's notice.'"
This was the boast made about
men's union complaints of engineers and assistants who, under the CCC by Director Robert Fechorders apparently, engage in work nor.
in the stokehold, such as attendance to the donkey engine, in cases
where the stokehold is inadequately manned.
• "In every such case the execuYOUNGSTOWN, 0. (FP)----Retive has written to the engineer
complained of, and we regret to public Steel managed to have 10
report that in most cases the com- South Chicago strikers massacred
plaint proved to be justified. There- by Chicago police but that failed, to
fore the executive deems it fit to produce dividends to stockholders,
draw members' attention to the to judge by a letter to stockholdfact that it cannot be countenanced ers in place of a Christmas presthat members of the union should ent.
"All the adverse factors which
take over work which ordinarily
is performed by stokehold staff or have confronted the company in
by greasers in the case of motor 1937," whines Tom Girdler's corships, firstly because it cannot be poration, "have frustrated our earthe task of ships' engineers to co- lier hopes that a common stock
operate in reducing the number of dividend would be possible."
Had Republic Steel signed with
firemen on board, and secondly for
the union as U. S. Steel and Jones
reasons of professional status.
It is a known fact that many & McLaughlin and most of the
Danish ships sail with an inade- industry did, it is not unlikely that
quate number of hands in both the the dividend hopes would not have
engine room and the stokehold, and been frustrated. The bullets fired
it is regrettable that the shipown- by the Chicago cops killed more
ers who underman their ships in than just strikers. Republic also
an irresponsible manner, even if lost its Newton Steel subsidiary at
complying with the letter of the Monroe, Mich., in a foreclosure sale
law, are often able to observe that last fall.
engineers of their own accord lend
a hand and perform the work of
firemen, additional to the manual
labor ordinarily required of ships'
engineers.
We, the members of the N.M."(T.
DEMAND HELP
"The executive, of the Engineers' on the beach in San Francisco
union considers the practice highly wish to express our appreciation
undesirable, and appeals urgently to the crews of the Pennsylvania
to its members to insist, when the ($97.75) and the William Luckenstokehold staff is inadequate, that bach ($39.00) for their generous
the chief engineer should demand donations to a fund for direct rean enlargement of the stokehold lief.
staff or point out that work will
The members of the N.M.U. rehave to be postponed, even it this lief committee working in conjuncshould involve delay of the ship.
tion with the central relief comWhoever complies with this ap- mittee of the Maritime Federation
peal and is 'penalized in conse- of the Pacific held a joint meeting
quence can reckon on the rhoral aboard the Pennsylvania ,for the
and material support of the Engi- purpose of acquainting the memneers' union. The same applies to bers with the situation prevailing
cases, especially in ships carrying in San Francisco in regard to
two engineers, where 1 1,e •"East Coast men.
engineer is directly or indirectly
required to perform mai;
Patronize Our Advertisers
meaning in effect that the chief
engineer in addition to his duties
as such is required to perform
manual work which rightly should
25 Years of Famous service
be performed by an engineer's assistant or some other craftsman
who should have been signed on.
RESTAURANT • TAVERN

Bloody Steel Heads
Fail to Pay Dividend

N.M.U. Thanks
Brothers for Relief

rehiring.

OPPOSES BILL
WASHINGTON F p ) opp0$1
shtion to the pending bill, establi
the
for
ing a mediation system
maritime industry similar in form
to that in the railroad industrY,
was expressed before ,the Senate
commerce committee by J. Warren
National
Madden, chairman of the
Madden
Labor Relations Board.
drafted
said the measure as now
was not in harmony with the Intent to stabilize labor conditione
in the industry.

PLAN A. F. OF L. MEET
HOUSTON, Tex. (FP)—Frenk
Morrison, secretary of the Amen'
can Federation of Labor, and
John P. Frey, head of the metal
to.
trades department, visited here
make arrangements for the 1938
A. F. of L. convention.

ABOUT TIME
"The present Commonwealth Edison system (Chicago) was the ntl"
chairs years ago of the Instill empire, but after the debacle in 1931
efforts were made to place the
system, one of the largest in the
U. S., in the hands of re putable
business leaders."—New York
Times (FP) emphasis).

Like James H. Rand, Jr., and
Pearl (I Break Strikes) Bergoft
birds of a feather flock together.
Unfortunately, not all jallbirde
have jail as their habitat.

SAN FRANCISCO
WHERE TO EAT?
Day and Night —

GRAND
DAIRY • LUNCH

•
3
MARKET
•

SAN FRANCISCO
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EMBARCADERO

0. B. OLSEN'S

PROF. ROOSEVELT?
AUSTIN, Tex. (FP)—Whether
he runs for a third term or not,
Pres. Roosevelt need not worry
over his future. The University of
Ilexes is willing to pay him $15,000
a year to be its president. That
is as much as Dana X. Bible, its
famous football coach, earns.
"Today, America, that survived
as a land of liberty despite the
madness of men in nightshirts, is
far more dangerously threatened
by a new madness of nations in

nightshirts."--Sec, of the Interior
Harold L. Ickes,

100% Union
For 20 Years
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I.L.A. Supporter
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Hiring Hails UAL FIGHTS Ford Defies ILWU Local 1-19 News ILWU 1-22
RED TAPE FAILS TO HOLD
Attack Stirs FOR RIGHTS Union Rights
OFF DETERMINED GROUP
•
NOTES
•
Workers
Of
Baffle
New
TO BARGAIN
WHEN UNIONS BACK MOVE
Local 1-19 extends best wishes
for an organizationally prosperous
1938 to all labor. During the coming year, we should, by using the
experiences of the past year and
by applying the lessons learned
from the mistakes made in the
same period, march on to a better
organization and a better standard
of living.

The rapidly maturing mayorality
campaign presents many problems
to every voting worker. The open
indorsement of certain candidates
by the chamber of commerce and
big business, coupled with the present sit-down strike policy of big
business and the accompanying
wave of unemployment, creates
problems which must be met by
labor and which can only be sueNEW OFFICERS
essfully met on the political field.
Seattle longshoremen face the
The local political welfare comnew year with the regular December elections behind them out of mittee is calling a meeting of all
which came some new officers and waterfront political committees in
a renewed confidence in those who an attempt to work out a program
retained their former offices. The of constructive joint action on the
local selected a new president, independent political field. The
Brother Tom Richardson and re- committee does not contemplate
turned Secretary Dewey Bennett to the indorsement of any candidate
at this time but does realize that
office with a large vote.
the waterfront unions have comAMERICAN-HAWAIIAN CHISEL
mon registration problems to work
BREAKS
out which by an exchange of exLong noted for their expert
periences may be made easier.
chiseling on working conditions,
Future financial and other camthe "Hay-Wire" has at last come to
paign
needs should be discussed at
grief on the question of loading
this time since it is common
company
has
sling-boards. This
knowledge that the forces of reconsistently fought the load limit
action have built up a giant camopportunity
and
by siezing every
paign fund for the purpose of detaking advantage of every weakfeating all progressive candidates.
ness in their attempts to speed-up
"STRATEGY" COMMITTEE
production.
FLOPS
The operation involved in the

At the last regular meeting of
(Continued from Page 1)
the Bargemen all newly elected
were his futile fight against the
officers were sworn into office.
NRA, while foxier corporations did
The officers are as follows: C. J.
lip service to it until the supreme
Delaney, President and Business
court knocked it out, and his postManager; Wm. Erickson, Secretary
war senseless and costly anti-Jewand Dispatcher; Wm. Correa, Via.
ish campaign.
President and M. Perry, SacraAnti-labor corporation magnates
mento Branch Dispatcher.
are not unwilling to have Ford
stick out his neck for the ax that
The members voted to donate
the supreme court anointed last
$17.50 to the Mushroom Workers
April when it upheld the Wagner
Union (010) in Redwood City. The
act. Ford will probably lose but
members also donated $2.50 to the
In the meanwhile labor relations
District Council No. 2 Relief Comwill be up in the air and unionism
mittee.
will have to face the hurdle.
Three members were elected to
•
Ford's determination to appeal to
represent the local at the Jan. 16
the courts as provided by law Will
unemployment conference.
be Matched by the board's appeal
Out of eight companies our
to the same courts for a decree
members work for, two have
making Ford subject to contempt
signed agreements until Sept. 30,
of court if he disobeys the board
1938. Our negotiation committee is
orders after Jan. 1, the end of the
at present 'attempting to line up
10-day period of grace. Ford is exthe remaining aix,
pected to assume the curious at•
titude of Pres.. Knudsen of General Motors, who wanted the CIO
to excuse his 'corporation from
obeying the law of the land until
the supreme court should say it
must.
The infamous AFL "Strategy"
Knudsen added an unusually ar- present dispute is that or dischargcontinues to flop in the
loaded
on
sling-boards
cargo
committee
ing
rogant touch to his above-the-law
claims by publicly scolding the C by Canadian seamen. The com- Lloyd building. Then ten dollar a
10 for its refusal to insist on its pany contends that they are within day brain trusters each week come
their rights when they discharge up with a new "strategetn" for the
WASHINGTON (FP).—Startling
legal rights.
boards on to the dock and disruption of the waterfront unions. collaboration between former Presloaded
At the same time that Ford is
boxing with the board there is leave them there until one of their This week they remind us of what ident Calvin Coolidge and the Pennsome amazing gossip behind the inter-coastal steamers calls for that Ryan and Co. did for and to us in sylvania railroad by which W. W.
the days when he conocted docu- Atterbury, president of the road,
scenes that may or may not be particular cargo.
ments like the June 16, 1934, sell was given a tremendous advantage
our
memworth much in the end. The gosThis practice deprives
over other railroads was revealed
sip is the same sort that preceded bers of the right to handle the out.
The all time low is reached when here by the Senate committee inthe sensational signing by U. S. cargo from the ship to the first
Steel last March of a union con- place of rest and vice versa. By they tell us that the reason that vestigating railroad financing.
The committee showed that on
tract with the Steel Workers Or- doing so, the membership is also the majority of the Pacific Coast
November 28, 1927, Ivy Lee, pubvoted
for
affilia'opCIO
their
longshoremen
portion
of
ganizing
Committee,
of
a
reducing
deprived
the
•
country's most powerful anti-union portunity to earn a living and as tion is "the mental weakness of licity man for the Rockefeller incitadel at the stroke of a pen.
a result the standard of living falls. the CIO morons." In other words terests, sent to Atterbury a "very
The gossip centers around the
The situation has resulted in the they believe that the average long- confidential" advance copy of the
formation a month or two ago 'of membership refusing to handle the shoremen lacks the ability to de- speech Coolidge was to make in his
a C10 advisory committee for the cargo ;tinder these conditions. The termine which organization offers annual address to Congress on DeUnited Automobile Workers in the company in turn has threatened to him the most. Without question, cember 6. The speech contained
Ford organization drive. Henry close the port if the men do not the "Strategy" Committee is right a plea to Congress for legislation
Ford is reported to have violent work as directed, however, time and the majority is out of step. to "simplify" and speed up rail
objections to dealing with Presi- members feel that they are within But what would be the tune if consolidation and was at the very,
•
dent Martin of the UAW. It is fur- their rights and refuse to be in- these ten dollar "strategists" were time that Atterbury and his cohorts
ther reported that violent objec- timidated. This question should not able to sell their "gems" at Were seeking to gobble up the
tions of a different character come to a head Monday and no better than longshore rates of pay? smaller railroads.
Copies of the President's mesraised by him against dealing with doubt will be settled in the same
Local 1-19, Publicity Committee,
sage to Congress are generally.
BURT NELSON,
Chairman Lewis of the CIO have mariner as the countless other disNEW YORK (FP).—The Nat'l
Chairman. closely guarded and newspaperbeen virtually eliminated by a putes have been.
men are usually given an advance
Maritime Union charges the Intl
third party who has no brief either
copy only a few hours before the
Mercantile Marine, largest Amerifor labor or capital but a deep
speech is actually delivered.
can steamship line, with "distortinterest in the prosperity of the
The consolidation plan for whiols
lug facts and sponsoring deliberate
Michigan motor industry, not as an
Coolidge pleaded and the one which
lies" in an effort to avoid signing
investor but in another relation.
Atterbury and his associates came
a closed shop contract.
The relations is said also to be
:2S; let's get together; let's• work
close
to pulling off would have
which
would
rule
out
non-political,
charges
that
company
Answering
together; seamen and their famimerged the eastern railroads into
Gov. Murphy as the voluntter inthe union, would deprive the I.M.M.
lies are hungry NOW! Let's inWASHINGTON (FP)—Cessation Metropolitan Water District, com- four or
five big systems and thrown
termediary.
of experienced personnel by caussist that all waterfront leaders
of anti-union activities by the Met- prised of Los Angeles and 12 ad- hundreds of
thousands of railroad
The point of the gossip, if it has
ing the discharge of employes un• function on the relief committee,
ropolitan Water District of South- joining cities, hired 150 deputy men out of work.
any point at this stage, is that
acceptable to union officials, the
ern California was demanded of sheriffs and a quantity of tear gas
The Senate committee's investithings are warming up behind the
N.M.U. declared:
Jesse Jones, chairman of the Re- bombs to prevent the picketing and gation also revealed
brave
numerous
any
front
maintained
in
leave
"No
one
is
forced
to
public
PORTLAND, Ore. (FP)
Rallyconstruction Finance Corporation, break the strike.
shady financial practices in the
by the Ford Motor Co. and it is
ing round the slogan of "Defeat job. The rotary system of hiring
So vicious was the board, ac- Pennsylvania
The F tvorite Place
here by Reps. Scott and Voorhis
and other systems,
not impossible that the first anniReaction in Oregon," 300 delegates which the union advocates "means
(D., Calif.) and the International cording to Scott and Voorhis, that generally held up as above the
Snappy Entertainment
versary of the union contract in
attending the second annual con- simply that vacancies shall be fillUnion of Mine, Mill and Smelter the strikers were forced to lease a methods which characterized
FINE FOOD: vention of the Oregon Common- ed from union halls, not from docks
WINE
the
BEER
steel next March may he celestrip of land adjoining the project
Workers.
dealings of the Van Sweringen
wealth Federation adjourned after or 'crimp' joints."
LOS ANGELES (FP)—Reaction- brated by the beginnings of an
The union and the congressmen in order to have a place where terests and the Missouri Pacific).
having successfully welded OreThe N.M.U. won a collective bar- ary California justice spewed forth understanding between the CIO
told Jones that the water district their pickets could march.
It was shown, for instance, that
gon's progressive forces into a gaining poll of I.M.M. personnel its anti-labor venom here in a de- and Ford.
Jones and members of the RFC the annual reports of
board has been guilty of flagrant
the Pennsyl.
promising movement.
recently by a vote of 2,563 to 170.
cision against 22 members of the
violations of the National Labor staff contend that RFC funds are vania railroad to the Interstate
Howard Costigan, executive secScoring the conviction of the 14 United Automobile Workers who
SAN PEDRO
Relations Act, although not subject not being used for the employment Commerce Commission show asretary of the Washington Common- seamen of the U.S.S. Algic, the un- had participated in the sit-down
„ Featuring that Famous Singe-1
to
the act, and has hired gunmen of the deputy sheriffs although ad- sets of $2,282,439,000 while a secret
wealth Federation, told the conven- ion called it an attempt to provide strike at the Douglass aircraft facpore Sling—by its Originator—
and purchased tear gas to fight the mitting that funds of the water dis- report, intended for the eyes of
tion:
"You
a
have
in
scare
and
this
get
coercive
state
legislaa
tory in Santa Monica last FebruChas. (Red) Eisenberg, Mgr. I
union which has 96 per cent of the trict are being used for that pur- Pennsylvania directors only, list
governor who, were he not so old, tion out of Congress. The union ary.
BEAUMONT, Texas ( F 1') — A
pose. Jones contends that, while
workers on the job.
assets as $3,304,128,000, more than
would become the man on horse- also forbade general strikes of unThe unionists were given the al- large increase in mental breakRFC has loaned the water in sympathy with the strikers, he a billion dollars more. It is upon
The
back for a dictatorship of capital." licensed seamen, except by coast- ternative of paying fines totaling downs 10 or 16 years after the
upward of 140 mil- can do nothing which would jeopar- figures that the railroads base
Greetings were sent by Gov. wide referendum, and moved to set $5,400 or serving them out in jail depression Was predicted by Dr. L. district board
nd Drink
dollars with which to construct dize the government's loan.
lion
their plea for rate increases.
Phillip LaFollette of Wisconsin and up ship committees for all vessels at $3 a day. They were convicted R. Brown at a meeting of the social
BILL MULLIGAN'S
Scott and Voorhis, citing the inthe Colorado River Aqueduct. The
Upton Sinclair, founder of the end- to act as official union represen- of conspiring forcibly to tie up the welfare council here.
undertaking was started under vestigation of the interim commitpoverty movement in California.
tatives for the crew during the factory. Judge Ambrose, who hand"Children cannot continue to be
President Hoover in 1932.
tee on Labor and Capital for the QUARRY WORKERS JOIN
Convention resolutions called for voyage. According to the plan, ed down the verdict, denied motion underfed, underprivileged and deIn August, according to Scott California Assembly and the invesC.I.O.
better housing, slum clearance, a new committees would be elected for a new trial.
nied the things that make for a
WASHINGTON (FP)—AffiliatIon
and Voorhis, 1,000 of the 1,190 tigation of the Democratic County
national youth program and aboli- for each voyage.
making
a
William Busick and Andrew Sch- happy home without its
Los Angeles to the Committee for Industrial
The N.M.U. also announced it moulder, C.I.O. organizers, were mark on their minds," Brown said. tunnelers working on the San Central Committee of
tion of the ROTC. The state and
Jacinto tunnel in Banning, Calif., County, demanded that Jones write Organization of the Quarry Work
national labor acts were indorsed. had won two more labor board polls fined $600 each or 200 days in jail
went out on strike because of the a public letter to the board of di- era International Union, a former
The O'Connell bill and a strong bringing its total victories to 24 as those bearing the heaviest re"The Fascist International has
100% UNION
discharge
of 88 prominent union rectors of the water board which American Federation of Labor afpeople's boycott of Japanese goods out of the 29 to date. Latest polls sponsibility. Eight members of the expected the world to forget that
members
because
of union activi- has refused even to discuss the filiate, was announced here by the
your
were supported as peace measures. were taken among employes of the strategy committee were fined the governments of Germany and
You get the best for
CIO following a union-wide refties. Soon after the strike the strike with the union.
Pure
Oil
Co.
and
Kellogg
Steambills at
$300 each or 100 days in jail and Italy are themselves the result, not
erendum
of the organization. The
ship Co., each of which operates the rest $150 each
Attend Your Union Meeting
or 50 days in of law and order and the deliberunion has, at present, 8,000 Mern.
four ships.
AVERAGE
INCOMES
ate choice of the people, but of orjail.
bers, it is claimed, and a potential
WASHINGTON (FP)—An averganized violence, civil strife, tyrmembership of 200,000. It was
3334
5th & Beacon—Ph.
age
income
of
$1265,
an
average
CHILD LABOR GAINS
WAS YOUR BOSS LISTED? anny and assassination."—Herbert
formed in 1903 and left the AFL
rent of $14 and an unusually high
NEW YORK (FP)—Child labor
The 2,500 firms employing la- Morrison, British labor leader.
following alleged raids upon it by
San Pedro
WASHINGTON (FP)—R fain g percentage
of home ownership were
is increasing, the National Child spies "read like a blue book of
1Al'L organizers,
production costs have all but wiped,
shown in tabulations on data gathLabor Committee reports. It cites American industry," according to
out the $580,000,000 increase in ered
by the U. S. Department of
figures coming to the U. S. Chil- the LaFollette Senate civil liber"If ,the Mikado kowtows to Uncle
farm income, Dr. A. G. Black, chief
Agriculture from 1978 native white
dren's Bureau from a wide area, ties committee.
Sam, the disgrace might end the
of the Bureau of Agricultural EcoMichigan
and
Wis14
families
in
showing
that
child labor increased
Newly Opened by
An industry is known by the
war by inducing the whole Jape"
Open 24 Hours Daily
nomics reported to Secretary of
consin villages for the year 193548 per cent in 1936 over 1935.
Jean Harris 8z
company it keeps.
nese army to commit hari-kari."-e.
Agriculture Henry A. Wallace.
Wine
Cafe
-:Beer
-:of
the
1936.
Most
1978
faimiles
Specks Reese
Toronto Daily Star,
Production costs for farmers,
423 E. Wishkah St.
studied had an annual income of
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100% Union . Red & Harvey
said Black, have gone tip over
Pedro
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San
-,515 S. Beacon,
$500,000,000 while cash farm inAttorneys - Sailors' Union of
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come increased an estimated $580,the Pacific, Portland
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A Square Deal or No Deal
000,000 increase in the cost of seed,
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feed and fertilizer and increased towns and cities and rural districts
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t or at least have representation
(Continued from Page 1)
rejected so much against the sea- from the union there. Such is the
men particularly. To date, much obligation of all elected leaders
of the unnecessary red tape has and if any leader finds it imposbeen cut and many union brothers sible to lay aside his personal beefs
are now getting relief whom the for the moment in order to look
SRA would not even consider for- after the interests of his membermerly. The seamen is no longer ship, then that leader forfeits the
respect of all rank and filers.
the forgotten man!
No progress can be made if any
At the last committee meeting
one
organization refuses to take
Honor
said
mayor,
His
the
with
that Brother Harry Lundeberg, its place in united action against
Secretary of the S.U.P., had as- reactionary forces; no reasons exsured him that the MEMBERSHIP ist which justify the S.U.P.'s reof the S.U.P. could get along with- fusal to work with the relief comout relief until the SRA got around mittee.
Numerous fraternal invitations
to taking care of them. According
to the mayor, Brother Lundeberg have been sent to the S.U.P. asking for representation from that
also stated that HE would arrange
with hotels and restaurants to ex- organ izat i on.
ARE FACTS HIDDEN?
tend credit to S.U.P. members. InThe committee refuses to believe
cidentally, seamen still remember
that the rank and file of the S.U.P.
how easy it was for them to obtain
relief In the '37-'37 strike but how refuse to cooperate with their
difficult it was for them to repay brothers of the Federation on such
an issue.
their debts after the strike.
The committee believes that this
and,
dangerous
is
policy
a
Such
all-important issue has been deif continued, would lead to a seriliberately misrepresented to the
ous break in the economic solidmembership of the S.U.P.
arity of the waterfront workers.
The memory of past struggles of
READY FOR ACTION
the Maritime Federation of the
The Waterfront Employers are
Pacific on the picket line when the
well aware of what happened uprank and file of all unions fought
town and will attempt to use this
side by side leads the committee
rugged ihdividualism to smash the
well-known unity of the waterfront to the conclusion that if the issue
is brought clearly before the memby playing one against the other;
bership, there could be but one
It such a maneuver should succeed,
reply to this plea and that would
sit
present
the
with
conjunction
in
be a demand from the rank and
down strike of BIG BUSINESS still
file
of the S.U.P. that their duly
on
workers
of
thousands
throwing
elected officials quit this stalling
the scrap head from the basic industries (which action menus the and lead the militant S.IT.P. to the
tieing up of ships through lack of front of this fight for the necescargo), then nothing else can hap- sities of life itself for all American workers.
pen bat that shipping will get
The rank and file sailors realize
eventualand
tougher and tougher
that this present suicidal policy of
ly the necessity for waterfront
solidarity against big business pres- independence must be changed as,
after all, if carried to its logical
sure will become more and more
conclusion, such a policy in future
acute.
,struggles could not but result in
The District Council, with the
an S.U.P. picket lines in an S.U.P.
cooperation of other unions and
progressive forces is sincerely at- strike committee; in an S.U.P. soup
kitchen, etc.
tempting to obtain the food and
Such an analysis may appear
lodging which so many seamen
ridiculous
but it's no more ridicuonly
can
which
lack at present and
lous than Secretary Lundeberg's
be obtained by united action of all
present program; this struggle is
groups irrespective of all the little
a Federation struggle; let's fight
petty differences which have been
as a Federation; let's get together
magnified so much of recent
NOW!
months.
Central Relief Committee,
There can be no split among the
Maritime Federation of the
rank and filers of the waterfront
Pacific,
Dist. Council No. 2.
unions. This is no time for poll-

(Continued from Page 1)
program for a "new deal on the
water front."
"We must insist," Curran said,
"that the employers recognize the
closed shop and hiring through
the Union Hall if we are to maintain the conditions that we have
won through bitter struggle."
The chief advantage of the hiring hall, it is explained, is that it
does away with the shipowners'
blacklist and provides equal opportunity for all regardless of his
political, religious or trade union
beliefs.
LACKED PROTECTION
The old system of shipping off
the dock and through "crimp"
halls resulting in discrimination
against active union men. Against
the black list and crimp joints the
men had no protection, Curran
adds.
"The old system of shipping off
the dock and from crimp houses
and fink shipping masters who victimized the seamen, must go. The
reason conditions aboard ships became so bad in the non-union dais
is that these vicious hiring systems made it impossible for men
to fight against such conditions.
"But now we have a powerful
union. We have demonstrated our
readiness to fight for decent conditions. We are going to keep
them only through the closed shop
and union hiring hall.
"The National Maritime Union
Is prepared to deal fairly with the
operators. We have no intention
of attempting to work any hardship on any company. If we are
to have a powerful union, we cannot be vindictive.
"But we must insist that the
employers recognize the closed
shop."

NIMIU. FLAYS
LINE FOR LIES
ON CONTRACT

Oregon Drive
On Reaction
Gains Power

SAN PEDRO

(Continued from Page 1)
in the 31 lines is 9,332. The I.S.U.
total is 1,697. Some 800 voted for
no union.
The letter follows:
"The National Labor Relations
Board, acting under orders from
the United States Maritime Commission, has ceased holding elections on ships leased by the Commission to various private operators.
"We are at a loss to understand
the reason for this. It •is inconceivable that the Labor Relations
Act, passed by the United States
Congress and signed by the President, should be subject to the veto
of any commission, executive or
otherwise. It is equally inconceivable that the National Labor Relations Board, a body set up by Congress to administer the above
named act, should be subject to
the will of such a commission.
"We participated in the hearings
held by your board in good faith.
When the elections were ordered
on some 60 steamship lines, we accepted that order in good faith.
To our knowledge, none of the
elections were to be regarded as
tentative—none of the 60 lines had
the right as we understand it, to
'accept' or to 'decline' the board's
order.
"Now, however, it appears that
things have changed. Instead of
abiding by the law, as the private
operators are doing, the Maritime
Commission sends agents to order
your representatives to withdraw
from its ships.
IGNORES LAW
"In a word, the Commission sets
itself up as above the law. The
people make the laws—and the
Commission does as it pleases.....
"Such a situation seems to us to
be intolerable. We are unwilling
to believe that your Board will voluntarily submit to such unlawful
dictation, Your board was given a
public trust—that of administering
the Labor Relations Act.
"We request, therefore, that you
take immediate steps to enforce
the law entrusted to your administration or notify us of your refusal in order that we may proceed legally to secure its enforcement.
"Officials of this union have a
mandate from the membership to
procede with collective bargaining
for decent conditions. In the battle for decent conditions we exempt no one. Low wages and bad
conditions are a menace to the industry—no matter whether they
are Maritime Commission ahips or
not."
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judge ordered both sides back into pear on the petition, "All is not
December 30, 1937.
About September 20 a small mi- court on Thursday. He gave them gold that glitters."
Several rank and file members
We have at hand the last bullenority group set out to set aside a lecture on the desirability of
By REVELS CAYTON and IRV DVORIN
Hearst, to
The union is waiting for a reply s
bleafs
].deennios eapsohritnsg
of the SUP who attended the last
overwhelming
differences
settling
uniting
and
all
tin
put out by this group and in
the wishes of the
on
hearings
local
the
of
the
NLRB
ton.
meeting of District Council No. 2
majority of the local, which had for the interests and well-being of this bulletin it is stated that the
The following resolution was pressed plan to set up pro tern pertaining to tankers, which is
DUES
at San Francisco reported back to
referendum
union
movement.
the
asked
He
treasury
of the corporation belongs
been expressed in a
their union that they were amazed handed to the Editor of Galley officers has been justly declared being reviewed in Washington, D.
Judging by the records in the
vote. After failing to get their pro- them to attempt to get together to the men. We have at last found
at the spectacle of witnessing CIO Notes just before the Monterey unconstitutional by headquarters, C.
office,
most members
in
meantime
the
meetings
a
and
they
settle
all
difstatement in their bulletin with
gram over in regular
There appears to be very little
and the announcement by headdelegates attacking and condemn- sailed at twelve noon Tuesday.
dues up to the end of thpeayyeatrheiinr,
resorted to court action and got a ferences out of court. He did not which we can agree and the offiThe resolution is signed by ship's quarters that they will disregard doubt that the M.F.O.W. will be
ing the SUP on behalf of a group
six and three-month installments,
cials of the corporataion will fight
temporary order restraining the sustain our attorney's demurrer.
of members of a paper union com- delegate Jack Meal, No. 2450; Geo. any such action by the Seattle certified as the collective bargain- which means that the majority of
This means, at the most, that on to the last ditch to see that this
officials of the corporation from
ing agency for the Engine Departprising, on its own admission, hay- S. Negoeseu, No. 458; first class agency is well taken.
the men are paid up to December,
paying per capita tax to the I. L. Thursday or a later date the writ treasury is preserved for the men
dining room saloon sub. delegate;
In accordance with this position ment personnel on the Associated
balers,
shipyard
riggers,
hod-car1937.
W. U.; applying for or accepting of mandamus will be tried, and the who dug it out in the holds of the
riers, whalers and what have you; D. J. O'Neill, No. 384, sub. dele- all ballots are now being counted Union, Hillcone, General Petroleum
The first three months should
a charter expending any and all judge will hand down a decision as ships, and used for the purpose for
and
Richfield
gate
Company
tankers.
of
Janitors;
Melvia Lamperte, by the following committee: Bro.
dues
incidentally an AFL affiliate,
see
a considerable influx of
Money in organizing or assisting to whether the articles of incorpo- which it was saved.
The Standard Oil Company was
The situation was further be- sub. delegate of Bell Boys; H. Al Harris, Joe Flanigan, D. Hoopmemof
Scores
ration
into
the treasury.
can be amended by the petithe I. L. W. U. or the CIO.; payThere was considerable weight
not included in the petition at this
clouded by the fact that these Tatteo, 844, sub delegate of bed er, M. Wallace and Jack Kerns,
bers are in bad standing. It seems
ing organizers any further money tions we circulated and filed. It placed in this leaflet on rank and
time.
Standard
Oil.
employes
room
about
studs.
Timlin
Paul
with
acting
as
sermen, according to their own statehaatrrdispatchers ship men at times
in the organizational campaign was, and still is the opinion of our file control and we, as president of
50 per cent of the tanker men in itn
The resolution expressed practi- genat-at-arms.
months
ments, had only joined this paper
who
are more than three
among the warehousemen in Los attorneys, that Sapiro has no legal the corporation, would like to inThe balloting is open to the gen- the oil trade on the Pacific.
outfit after getting the job last cally' the unanimous opinion of the
grounds
to stand on. He did not vite this group to the next meeting
Angeles.
The sentiment of the majority
fall, and in all probability have crew of the Monterey and ap- eral membership and any member
"They also petitioned for a re- question the signatures on the peti- of the corporataion to be held on
JOBS AND MORE MEN
of
the men on these ships Is—
proaches
the
welcome
difficulties
sit
in
to
is
and
exthat
watch
how
paid only one month's dues. A
ceiver for the corporation and an tions; he did not question the fact Thursday, January 6, at the Wil"Well,
you
if
fellows
ist
will
Shipping
take
us
within
is temporarily picking
our association in a the counting is being conducted.
representative for this union had
, order to restrain the duly elected that we had a majority of the sig- mington Bowl. We would be glad
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to(di. q Fridays.t
hi hr
manner.
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The
results
final
should
be
ready
been allowed to enter the Alaska
officers from operating the hirtng natures of the members of the cor- to entertain a motion from the
morrow,
but
we
won't
jobs
go
for these
to be announced at this ThursPackers Yard and organize this
RESOLUTION
hall. Between the time this action poration who were in good stand- floor to open nominations for the
about 65 in
day's regular meeting and the offi- tanker books which give us no
group
to
work
for
65
cents
WHEREAS:
per
There
has
been
a
was instituted and the final deci- ing in September. He did not ques- election of a new slate of officers.
guarantee
of
aid
few
against
days.
last
discrimina- the
hour—tops, which allowed the Alas- persistent attempt on the part of cers installed at that time.
sion of the judge on the restrain- tion the fact that in October a maLe the rank and file nominate, ka
The last part of the resolution tion nor a right to ship offshore."
With the Taft taking a full crew,
Packers
Assn.,
to
certain
avoid
carryelements
in
the
Seattle
ing order, the court refused the jority of the members in good and this group nominate an entire
These are typical statements to the Matsonia a full crew, and sevexpresses
utmost
the
confidence
in
ing
out
an
agreement
signed with branch to lead its membership
receivership and refused to restrain standing had signed the petition; slate; ask Judge Schmidt to superthe tanker organizers. Without a eral United Fruit ships coming out
the SUP in April. of this year call- into a position of defiance of the the membership of the Seattle
situation
the officials from conducting the and that in November and Decem- vise the election and all concerned
doubt this problem will require o
branch
appeals
and
to
them
nhn
will somewhat.rel ev the
to
t i eac
soon,
ing
for
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per
constitution; and
hour—low.
ber, a majority of the members in abide by the decision
hiring hall.
some
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thinking
and
of the men
decistick
with
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the
S.
and
beach
not
The diligence of the membership
WHEREAS: The maneuvers of
Judge Schmidt ruled that the good standing had signed the peti- so expressed at the ballot box. We
vi5s0e-a5rte5.
of the SUP, however, carried out these elements under the leader- allow any individual or individuals sions, before this field can be or- dayst r:11
5a-fkdiwanyegeokjeosrbd4s9e.
last
)
o p
rdosuciw
r oelef to
1ahye aa
restraining order was made perma- tions.
will further agree that if this group by
ganized.
to
split
our
ranks.
their officials, prevented this ship of Agent Max Watson can be
He maintained that any man vot- is successful at the
nent, but that articles of incorpoTanker Organizer J. P. Kelly
polls that we plan from going
AGREE IN SEATTLE
le
into effect.
seen clearly through the following
ing
refuse
to
to
per
send
capita
when
and
amended
could
ration
be
will had the list of any twelve men
recommended
to the meeting that
This
precisely
is
the
decision
The
SUP
now
has
shipped.
some
series
35
of
illegal
memacts:
so amended the affiliation could be tax to Joseph P. Ryan and any man so selected by them to be purged
the organizer's job be discontinued,
bers on this job working at the
1. The arbitrary recalling of the that the rank and file of the SeatApproximately 1,500 members are
Made. He did not in his decision voting to apply for a charter in from the ranks of this local. If
same
as in the MCS and SUP,
tle
membership
will
have to make
rate of eighty cents to one dollar National Unity and C.I.O. ballots
coast at Pre0"
gfant a receiver or restrain the the 1. L. W. U. had qualified him- they will agree that if they are defor the time being, as there isn't on the beach on the
and 10 cents per hour, much to by Watson and his crafty Maneu- during the next few weeks. Headmember
self
of
a
the
as
corporahiring
the
operating
officers from
much that can be done in the
feated they will "now and forever the
discomfort and dissatisfaction vers of then calling a special meet- quarters on the recommendation
kmbseorithing
If all available
!hall. This decision was given from tion. It is the opinion of our attor- hold their peace."
of the bosses—and incidentally our ing of the branch to endorse his of its secretary who acting ac- meantime. The meeting concurred working, it would lnoloe
that
neyh
contention
absohis
is
been
yet
as
not
'the bench and has
and gave him a unanimous vote
The following is an excerpt from good
friendly brothers, the CIO del- illegal actions; his subsequent con- cording to his best judgment, and
like this:
lutely without legal, standing. It is the bulletin just
written.
of thanks and confidence.
received from egates to District
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recommendation
of
three
Council No. 2.
tinued refusal to send the ballots
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On The Run

PLANS -REORGANIZATION

San Francisco, Calif.,
SAN PEDRO,
At the headquarters meeting of
Dec. 31, 1937.
Dec. 28, 1937.
the -S.U.P. on Dec. 20, a resolution
43 on the beach list; 5 asVoice of the Federation,
signed by me, and condemning Editor, Voice of the Federation.
signments made.
Regarding a recent letter in the
San Francisco, Calif.
Harry Bridges and the action of
the San Pedro I.L.W.U. for ask- "Voice" from crew of the Manukal, Dear Sirs and Brothers:
M.C.& S.
May I request that the attached
ing the LaFollette committee to in- I wish to inform the members that
vestigate the Maritime Unions on I, as a member of said crew and a copy of letter from Brother Reuel
Week, December 28 to JanuUnion man of many years, stren- Stanfied to Brother J. A. Helke be
the Pacific Coast, was adopted.
ary 3, inclusive, 200 men shipped.
* * *
object
to
publication
of
this
uously
published
the
next
issue
in
of
the
"evihas
he
Bridges claims that
"condemnation"
of
both
West
Coast
Voice.
I.L.W.U. (1-10)
dence to prove our ranks are inFraternally yours,
fested with industrial spies." I Sailor and the West Coast Firemen.
January 3 and 4 have been
The letter in question was supB. J. O'SULLIVAN,
agree with Bridges! And by withgood with nearly all gangs workhave
been
posed
to
signed
(among
Branch Agent. ing on the San Francisco waterto
claims
he
holding the evidence
have from the rank and file others), by nine members of the M.F.O.W. & W. A.
front; but the rest of the week
*
*
Bridges becomes one of these SUP.
will be slack.
The important thing I wish to Dear Brother:
* 0 •
spies!
Your letter of Dec. 14 has been
Instead of giving this "evidence" show is that several members,
M.E.B.A.
to the membership, Bridges offers whose names were supposedly sign- received and you are correct in say4 men; 5 replacements.
to this letter, have never even ing that the Modesto Defense comto hand it to a committee of so- ed
* * * •
seen
the
letter.
not
been
mittee
has
functioning
called "Liberal" POLITICIANS.
Obviously this is just another properly, but I have hope of seeM.M. & P.
The La Follette committee was
formed, under pressure from or- "publicity" stunt engineered by ing it working properly in the near
No change; shipping poor.
ganized labor, to investigate the some of these political theorists future.
Doubtless you have heard about
spy agencies, such as the Pinker- who, while enjoying union condiSCALERS
tions
gained
by
the
struggles
of
the
recent interview with the pupour
It
is,
employers.
tons, etc., of the
fairly good.
Business
past,
pass
up
no
to
reopportunity
of
the
Standard
pets
Oil. They
nevertheless, still an agency of
* *
sort
to
filthy
such
underhanded
and
gave
an
excellent
performance
in
be
such
can
as
capitalism, and
Untactics,
and
own
condemn
their
of
behalf
their
masters.
USED by labor but NEVER
S.U.P.
ion orgart, and their Union which
I had visitors Dec. 19 and 20. We
TRUSTED.
105 men shipped.
is responsible for them holding their took up the question of reorganizs «
Bridges probably bases his
jobs.
ing the committee. You brothers
charges upon the cries of "gangWAREHOUSEMEN
I would also like to ask: What realize that there is a state elecsterism" raised by the reactionary
can be done about just such a situa- tion this year and we must use
Business picking up a little,
press of the so-called "Communist
* * 4;
tion as I refer to above—when a this ease to oust certain office
Party." These are the same peomember's name can be published as holders.
BARGEMEN
ple who hastened to assure the signing a thing like
this—without
We find that other persons very
Business starting to pick up.
Minneapolis Citizens' Alliance, an
the consent or knowledge of the close to top officials in the oil
employer group, that they would
member?
companies are embroiled in this.
murder
;
not press the hunt for the
Can't we expect something more Not only the small provocateur and
M. F. O. W.4!‘z W.
era of Pat Corcoran, but instead than this sort
of thing from the labor spy employed by the Stand100 jobs.
Union
tried to throw the blame on
official organ of the Maritime Fed- ard Oil. Therefore we are asking
officials.
eration. Is there no way of set- you brothers to use your power to
What does Bridges hope to gain ting up a check and safeguard help bring the LaFollette commitby these tactics? First, to strike against such tactics?
tee into this case.
a blow at the S.U.P. It should be
(Signed) EDGAR JEWETT,
Please give all the brothers my
"gangster* * S *
noted that the cry of
personal thanks for their expresism" was used by the S. F. ChronSUP, 3716. sion of solidarity in -taking up a
icle as an argument for a GovernOTHERS DENY IT
collection for our Christmas, Only Bookstorement Mediation Board.
•
Jan. 4,.1938. such kind acts as you brothers are
4th and Market.
Second, he expeots to prove his
We, the following members of the doing makes it possible for us to MacDonald's Bookstore—.
willingness to collaborate with the SUP, protest against the article ap- realize that we are not forgotten.
65 Sixth St.
,•11ow:
capitalist class. The shipowners pearing in the last issue of the
Koblick's Stationery Storegreetings,
I
personal
With
best
.—Incompetency, irresponsibility
already know this but some others "VOICE" dated December 30, 1937, remain,
100 Fillmore St.
and habitual drunkenness. Recent- don't.
which inferred that we condemned
yours,
Fraternally
Range—
E.
in Ponce, Puerto Rico he involvMarket and Sacramento.
REUEL STANFIELD,
Last and most important, he the policies of the West Coast Saidrunken
stupid
a
in
ed himself
No. 58034. Wheatleyhopes to solidify his hold on the lors.
IIRawl and was bailed out of jail the
Our names were used without any
704 Market St.
Maritime Unions so that the Comnext day by the Captain. He lost
authority and we • were not even
as
a
Deluxe
Cigar Storeuse
the
members
can
munists
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FOR
AID
• a keys to the pantry, storeroom
70 Taylor St.
bargaining agent to secure military aware of the existence of said ar- Robert 'Fitzgerald,
necesand
it
was
refrigerator
lid
International Book ShopSan Francisco
and diplomatic alliances to support ticle.
*.ry to break all locks in order to
The West Coast Sailors has our Dear Sir:
bureaucy in time of war.
170 Golden Gate Ave.
Stalin
the
t..ed the crew.
Would you turn this money in Cavern Cigar Stand—
out! Ex- whole-hearted and undivided supworkers,
look
Maritime
THREATENS CREW
collaborationists. port. The following members did to the committee that is making Golden Gate Ave. at Jones.
2.—Threats and violence to 'crew pose these class
the collect ions for Panchelly, Bob DuncanNO GOVERN- not sign the article referred to:
out.
them
members. On Thanksgiving Day Kick
(Signed by)
1986 Sutter St.
Brown and Woodworth.
UNIN
INTERFERENCE
MENT
e steward blew off the lid. In his
0. L. GABRIELSON, 2005.
list
of
memThe
following
is
the
Fillmore BookBert's
Usual drunken condition he roamed ION AFFAIRS!
W. DAVIDSON, 190.
1224 Fillmore St,
bers of the Firemen's Union on
GABEL,
E.
C.
' er the ship at meal time beefing
JOS, C. PIMENTAL, 2853.
board the S.S. Bernardino who Shehan's Cigar StoreS.U.P. 2042.
*Rh everyone he encountered. He
WM. WALTERS, 2678,
16th and Guerrero.
have contributed.
O .rted an argumenewitli the P. O.
A. LATTIMORE, 3128,
THIRD STREET
A. Landrum, No. 131, $1.50; C.
DONATIONS SOLICITED
enerilall and using plates as weapB. C. PUTNAM, 2885.
McBey, No. Tom DwyerC.
No.
Swape,
655,
$1;
Hospital,
U. S. Marine
ons he started a free-for-all. When
A. VATHNE, 550.
124 Third St
206, $1; J. McKenna, No. 240, $1;
Ft. Stanton, N. M.,
messman defended himself he
Ed. Johnson, No. 35, 80 cents. . W. G. Butler1937.
Dec.
27,
reached for a fire ax but members
We would appreciate it if you
8 Third St.
the crew intervened at this point. Editor, Voice of the Federation:
would have the above sent to the Golden Gate News Agency3.—Discrimination against Span- Dear Sir and Brother:
8 Third St.
Voice that it may be published.
Rank and File letters will be
and Negro seamen. He has reThe patients of the United States
Sincerely,
Old Cornerneatedly ignored rights of Spanish, Marine Hospital for tubercular sea- kept within the 250-word limit in
JOHN McKENNA. 759 Third St.
ogre and foreign born seamen.
men at Fort Stanton, New Mexico, the future. The only exception
Wheatley-4.—Chiseling on linen supplies. have organiled a Welfare Commit- will be In cases where the matter
55 Third St.
PROTEST ON WAR
Although this man is familiar With tee which will solicit contributions discussed justifies greater length,
EMBARCADERO
Editor:
For those who have taken 1000
mpany regulations requiring a to buy tobacco, razor blades,„toilet
Of the brothers in the Federation Harry's PlaceWeekly change of linen, he has. In- .articles, etc., for patients. The words or more In the past to call
269 Embarcadero.
riably allowed nine or ten days committee will also attempt to fur- someone a liar this is a hint to and S.U.P., I ask them to consider
H. R. Blake—
Pedro's
stand.
San
get
to elapse between changes.
it
off
their
chests in fewer
nish transportation back to the
Market and Embarcadero.
We OK Communists in our
5.—Requisitioning inferior food coast for those with arrested cases words or have their efforts cut.
stores. Murphy has always ordered and arrange a limited amount of
When It takes more than a col- ranks. Why? It's a -true democra- Franco's Lunch Room—
Pier 30.
tic measure.
God supplies of an inferior quality entertainment for those less for- umn to say—
But! we can and will guard Jim's Lunch—
"So-and-so Is a liar,' 'or—
a hough a better grade is available tunate.
Pier 46.
"To hell with the C10"—there against anti-union tricks.
for the asking.
The committee is non-salaried,
SteinerRegarding Jap scrap-iron shipWhile there are on the beach so and is elected from the patients as is a screw loose somewhere.
16 Embarcadero.
ments and manning two ships, it
Many of our union brothers who
Remember
it
costa
money
to
Comthe
a whole supervised by
print The Voice. When one Rank Is an effort to stop later regrets Ferry Building.
.t only have the best interests of manding Officer.
the crew at heart, but are more
and Filer lets off steam for so and was merely a protest.
Any individual Brother or group many
We will abide by the majority
-liable and competent, it is !neonwords that few will read his
desiring to make life for these tu- efforts
saivable to us that a man of the
to the end he has taken referendum of the Federation on
bercular Brothers more comfort- space
that can be used for a bet- unity.—N. J. Nicholson, No. 591,
pe of Murphy should be permitmay do so by sending their ter purpose.
able
S.U.P.
ship.
aal to ride the
contributions to the Welfare ComAnd some of the most persistent
Our charges have been 'made, not
mittee.
violators of the length rule get all
a spirit of personal antagonism,
het up and boil over when their
but purely as a safeguard against
WASHINGTON (FP)—Food proCALL FOR HE MEN •
stuff is cut.
ther disruption and victimization
cessors and distribetors, as well
Federation:
at the hands of a man whom we Editor, Voice of the
They revert to childhood days
as large industrial plants, make a
Johan Johannasen and a few and begin to call names. To read
sect to be a company stooge.
practice of using "goons, hookers,
Respectfully and fraterna4Y,
other S.U.P. members have surely some of their "terrible" threats
sluggers, strikebreakers and spies"
paraded their finky Ideas before you would think they threw bombs
J. Stephenson, 38, MFOW.
PHILADELPHIA (FP)=The res- to combat labor organization, it
Black Gang Delegate. the membership long enough; don't daily just for practice.
taurant business here appears to was revealed by the Senate Civil
• M. 'Shorty' White, 1038, MFOW you think? Their effeminate and ..Now keep your shirts on. Try be heading toward organization on Liberties Committee.
Steward Delegate. somewhat childish hen-pecking has to write something that will inter- a large scale.
Among those companies using
been cluttering up the pages of the est other members of the FederT. "Flannelmouth" Wilhelm,
Since the Hotel and Restaurant stool pigeons were the National
2354, SUP, Sailors' Delegate. "Voice" ever since the teamster ation.
Workers Industrial Union (C.I.O.) Dairy Products Co., the Borden
blockade.
Don't take the Prima Donna atti- won a vigorously-picketed 10-day Co., Libby, McNeil and Libby,
Let's hear- from some he-men in tude. That stuff started in the strike at Mrchaud's, being granted Swift and, Co., Wilson and Co.,
CORRECTION
.
Union Stone Age.
a closed shop, uniforms and meals The A&P Tea Co., Kroger Grocery
In a letter from F. Taylor, No. the S.U.P.—Bernie Austin,
Waitress.
When the first words were chis- without extra charge, no split and Baking Co., American Stores,
41, S.U.P., which appeared in the
elled from the rocks the same watches and increases in pay, the Montgomery Ward, National Bisue of The Voice dated Dec. 23,
"There will be no hope for de- howl you made was started. "The three John R. Thompson Co. res- cuit Co., the United Fruit Co.,
there was an error in a data. The
minorities as Best Part Was Cut Out." You are taurants, which
had been struck Quaker Oats, and the National Cot•••-aer should have been 1921 and cent treatment of
set such a pulling off the oldest stunt ever 26 days, settled
has
Germany
as
long
not 1934 as printed. We regret this
with the A. F. of ton Manufacturers Association, acher treatment pulled on a paper. So get wise to L. restaurant
cording to the committee's report.
union.
• sistake. The sentence should read, shocking example in
Jews."—Dorothy
German
yourself and say something or don't
the
of
With one chain settled, another
"in 1921 we hit the bricks, etc,"
Also presented is evidence showThompson, New York Herald-Trib- take up valuable space. (The Ed- came out. Under the leadership ing that spies steal union records,
itor.)
11110 commentator.
of A. F. of L. Local 301 of the damage company property to proPatronize Our Advertisers.
restaurant workers; 200 Childs voke police action, attempt to call
REFERENDUM ON WAR workers, cooks, waitresses, bus premature strikes, and organize
WASHINGTON (FP)--Sen. Rob- boys, bartenders and kitchen help "vigilante farm groups" to break
r.0
ert M. LaFollette (Prog., Wis.) walked out of. three Childs restau- strikes.
has introduced a constitutional rants. The places were closed and
"Raising the 'red' scare is a
amendreent requiring a national the windows whitewashed.
common
, practice with deteetive
ST.
•47 SIXTH
referendum before this country
Harry Davis, union organizer, agencies," the report says, "not beBet. Market & Mission
can go to war. The referendum said that Childs strikers want a cause of any profound fear of radENTERTAINMENT..
proposal requires approval of the closed shop and better conditions. icalism among employers but more
SEER,
"
.
WINES,
LIQUORS! "0114111110
MUSIC &, ENTERTAINMENT
0
entire nation before citizens can be
because the identification of labor
8 P. M. to 1 A. M.
drafted for Army service overseas
with radicalism and sabotage neatSELECT BARGAINING
with the exception of invasion of
ly serves their anti-union purpose."
UNIT
60 SIXTH STREET
this country or the North Ameri101 GOLDEN GATE
can,continent.
TULSA, Okla. (FP)—Workers at
CHICAGO (FP).—As a result of
AT JONES STREET
the West Tulsa refinery of the a campaign led by the Teachers'
Despite widespread Nazi-pagan Texas Co. voted for the Intl. Union Union, the Chicago school term-has
EAT AT THE
propaganda, 92 per cent of the Ger- of Oil Field, Gas Well and Refinery been lengthened two weeks. This
ANDWICHES
man population is , registering Workers as collective bargaining restores all but one week of a reagent. The vote was 207 for the duction made in 1933 when the
Protestant or Catholic.
coycott Standard Oil Products
Eight per cent or less is re- union and 53 for the Employes Fed- board of education. slashed school
eration,
ligiously totalitarian.
services.
Patronize Voice Advertisers

S. S. Coloradan,
Seattle, Wash.,
Jan. 2, 1938.
"s• itor, Voice of the Federation.
Dear Sir and Brother:
s e n arrival at San Francisco, Dec.
rd, we submitted a formal cornAnt against Steward Murphy of
e Coloradan to the local officials
reO sour respective locals at the
pst of the crew. For the inforIllation of your readers we would
to review the case.
Murphy, supposedly a member of
Portland Strike Committee dur------- :
on
ing the 1936-37 strike, shipped
and
1937,
March,
in
Coloradan
:
Pparentlse has every intention of
;voting the remaining years of his
e to a continuous demonstration
o how cheaply the American Haye outfit can operate the steward
department of this ship,
'since Murphy first came aboard
this ocean "greyhound" he has
•apped himself tightly with T. G.
'lent's house flag and his haughti',ss toward the unlicensed personel has been a persistent source of
His open ridicule of sinsisruption.
----- -re union members and funda•mentalu nion policies has earned for him
gratitude and whole-hearted
sympathy of Captain Grundy.
PLANT'S BOY
Several months ago one crew was
'used to such a point that they
Pulled an illegal job action which,
' course, only served to place MurP iy in a more secure position aboard
t e ship as one of Plant's "fair'ired boys."
It is our desire to obtain a
- orough investigation of Murphy's
record and the charges we have
ed against him. Some of the
charges, all of which are substansted by the three delegates representing the unlicensed seamen,

•

El

DELicious

NEW
GRANADA
1100 Golden Gate at Jones

Benefits Of Membership
Include Job Protection':
In Article Twenty-nine of the proposed Constitution for
a National Seamen's Union the benefits of membership are
stressed. Every full book member in good standing Of this
union shall be entitled to the following benefits:

Mayor Frank Hague of Jersey
City, N. J„ Is up to his neck in a
fight with labor. Hundreds of liberals and even conservatives have
rallied to defend free speech against
the man who says: "I am the Law.
Me. I decide. Here. Now."
—(Federated Pictures.)

Dvorin Urges
Honest Move
For U. S. Unity
By IRV DVORIN
(M. C. & 8.)
"Just how do you stand on the
question of .attaining unity on the
West Coast," I was asked by many
of the rank and file of the Cooks
& Stewards Union when I arrived
In San Francisco, after being paid
off of the Pres. Lincoln.
I'll be brief. No man on the
West Coast, regardless of what union he is affiliated to, wants to
see unity on the West Coast. But
with the move for unity on the
West Coast, there must be definite provisions made for unity with
the recognized body representing
the seamen of the East Coast,
Gulf and Great Lakes.
Any honest move for West
Coast unity must be as it says.
There must be no hidden motive
for any opportunist. The latest
proposal is just all other proposals in a different form, but with
the same backing of the same opportunists.
We must have national unity.
We must have one national union
for seamen. We must be banded
together solidly to continue our
struggles to gain better working
conditions for our men; we must
be banded together solidly to fight
vicious anti-labor legislation pertaining to the maritime industry.
We do not want to be shackled.
We do not want to go back to the
"fink hall" days.
The only true and progressive
way to achieve our aims is to
solidify our ranks, NATIONALLY.
A house divided against itself
cannot stand. Let us not become
bigoted and resort to slander.
The National Unity Convention
starts January 17, 1938, in San
Francisco. The Pacific Coast has
shown the way to progressive unionism, Let the Pacific Coast continue to show the way by every
maritime union on the Pacific
Coast having its delegates there.

Sec. 1. Shipping Benefits. .
shipping done through the union
halls shall be on a rotary shipping
basis. The said rotary shipping
rules shall be formulated by each
district division.
Sec. 2. Funeral Benefits. Deceased full members shall, if in good
standing at the time of death, be
buried by the union, provided a
representative of the union or a
recognized labor body be present
at the burial.
if a full member in good standIna Is buried by relatives without
such relatives duly notifying the
United Seamen of America of such
member's death before interment,
no benefits ,shall be paid by this
union.
The burial benefit shall not exceed the sum of one hundred dollars ($100100).
Sec. 3. Shipwreck Benefits. If a
member is shipwrecked or loses
his clothes by fire or other disaster on board ship, and can submit
proof of the same to the division
secretary-treasurer or agent and is
not in arrears with his dues and
assessments, as previously sat
forth at the time of the shipwreck
or loss of clothes, he shall be entitled to a shipwreck benefit not
exceeding fifty dollars ($50.00).
Sec. 4. Hospital Benefits. Every
member in good standing shall be
entitled to one dollar ($1.00) per
week, (1) while a patient in any
United States Marine Hospital and
(2) while a patient in any institution for the sick.
Sec. 5. Any member of the
union who shall serve a prison
sentence arising out of any tknion
activity shall be entitled to receive
five dollars ($5.00) per week. .

.„
NEW YORK (FP)—The National,
Maritime Union, which recently applied for a CIO charter after an
overwhelming vote of the membership sanctioned the move, cow
tinued to win by large majoritie0
labor board polls designating it as
collective bargaining agent for east
coast and gulf unlicensed seamen.
Last announced were polls among
crews employed by the Grace Linn,
American Foreign Steamship Corp.
and the Mooremack Gulf Linen.
The announcement came while N.
M.U. leaders were conferring ln
general conference with a committee from the American Steamship
Owners Assn. In an attempt to
reach an agreement which would
end maritime labor struggles On
this coast.
The N.M.U. moved to halt fir.
ings of its members by the Eastern
Steamship line, where a recent labor board election went to the A.
F. of L. Intl. Seamen's Union.
Four of the line's ships were tied
up when N.M.U. members walke4
out. In a wire to Chairman 3,
Warren Maden of the Natl. Labor
Relations Board, the N.M.U.
plained. that the action was not
directed against, the labor board
decision but against the company's
actions following the vote, which
It charges was in violation of the
Wagner Act.

'Voice' Makes
Public List Of
Delinquent-or

Anti-Picket
Law Stricken By order of the Editorial
Board of Trustees tlis della* ;
From Books and
quent accounts, difficult of °Mies: ;

DENVER (FP)—Colorado's 1905
anti-picketing law is in the ashcan.
Holding the act unconstitutional,
District Judge Henry A, Hicks said
the measure was enacted "in a
time now happily long past when
the rights of laboring men, and
especially those who sought to better their condition and the. condition of their families by joining
labor unions, were often trampled
upon by legislative enactments, and
In some instances by the courts of
the land.
"The march of time In the past
third of a century has brought
with it more enlightened thought
and a more sincere regard for the
constitutional rights of labor.
There has been stricken from the
statute books of all of the states
of the union except Colorado and
one other state such unconstitutional statutes."
The other state the judge referred to is Alabama. A -1983 act
of the Colorado legislature directs
courts not to enjoin peaceful picketing and constituted "at least an
implied repeal" of the anti-picket
law, Judge Hicks ruled. To hold
peaceful picketing criminal would
also be repugnant to the 14th
WASHINGTON, D. C. (ILNS)— amendment of the U. S. constituSecretary of Labor Perkins has ap- tion, he said.
pointed John P. Frey, president of
Employer groups will appeal the
the Metal Trades Department,' decision to the state supreme court.
Ainerican Federation of Labor a The ruling was handed down in a.
member of the Federal Committee test case against George Harris,
on Apprentice Training.
union carpenter, who picketed a
Other members named were: non-union job for the Denver BuildMrs. Clara M. Boyer, Assistant Di- ing Trades Council.
rector, Division of Labor Standards, U. S. Department of Labor,
DIRECTOR OF THUGS
chairman; C. R. Dooley, manager
Harry H. Bennett, Ford personof Industrial Relations, Socony- nel manager, will not answer the
Vacum Oil Company, Inc., to rep- union's request for negotiations,
resent employers; Dr. John W. and if he did all he would say is
Studebaker, Commissioner of Edu- Phooey!
cation, U. S. Department of _the
He will continue to ignore the
Interior, to represent educators; labor board and the Wagner act.
Dr. Mary H. S. Hayes, Director of
Bennett, in case you have forGuidance and Placement, National gotten, is the big law-and-order boy,
Youth Administration, to repre- being such a stickler for law obsent the National Youth Adminis- servance that his thugs maimed
tration,
men for life for dtetributing handThe Committee on Apprentice bills.
Training was set up under provisions of the Fitzgerald Act., Passed
by the last session of Congress. 411••••••110•111•0410.00M001MD*0•00•11b00101440.00mia
The act authorizes and directs the
Herman Feht
Julius Freitag
Seeretary of Labor to formulate
and promote labor standards in apprenticeship. The act provides for
the continuance of the work of the
committee, which was first set up
in 1934 and which has brought together national trade associations
and labor organizations to formulate apprenticeship programs acceptable to both groups.

Frey Named
As Member
Of Committee

SAN FRANCISCO

M F
CAFE
6-7)

'Embarcadero. S. F.

WASHINGTON (FP)—Impeachment of U. S. District judge Ferdinand A. Geiger of the eastern district of Wisconsin was indirectly
que st ed by Attorney-General
Homer S. Cummings for action allegadly favorable to the three large
auto companies facing criminal
proceedings.

NMU Piles Up
-Big Margin
For the CIO

Meeting Place for Maritime Men

tion by the "Voice of the redoes/sL!
tion," are published herewith.
M. S. Brady, Panama, $24.00,
N.M.U., Houston Branch, $110.008
R. Graham, Jacksonville, Florida*
$40.00.
Jon Palmer, Boston, Magas
$38.00,
•
St. Johns In n, Jacksonviallf:
Florida, $6.40.
Welders' Intl, Los Angeles,
$9.00.
Central Labor Council, Spobastlik
Wash., $8.20.
Mariners' Club, Manila.
$17.00.
New Era Bookshop, Port1als4
Ore., $11.00.
Billy Davis, Firemen, UMW%
Md., 2329.38.
Marine Firemen, Boston, lisativ,
$84.00.
Mobile Port Comm., Mobile, Alake
$123.26.
N.M.U., Galveston, Tex.,$00.116
N.M.U., (B. Spaulding'),
delphia, Pa., $69.46.
Headqua.rtera, New

it 80,

M.A.. No, 1274, Mobile, Ali
$85.80.
I.L.A. No. 38-180, Victoria, 1.ob:
$11.00.
I.L.A. No. 88-124, San FkranaidlOgAr
Calif., $15-50.
I.L.A. No. 38-110, Newport. Ornei
$17.00.
I.L.A. No. 38-100, San Planaitall.
Calif., $74.50.
I.L.A. No. 38-44, San Jose, isak:
$77.00.

SAN FRANCISCO
JOE McNULTY says:
EVERYTHING GOOD TO
EAT and DRINK at the

FERRY
BUFFET
72
EMBARCADERO

BILL'S
LUNCH
PIER 3
TAILOR
Furnishings and Clothing
Uniform. Our Specialty

52 Embarcadero, S. F.
New Policy

:

New Furnishings

New Management

ikeir

City. $1,1915.82.

SEABOARD HOTEL
226 Embarcadero, S. F.
SHOWERS

RATES: $200 Week Up
STEAM HEAT
Nil

HOT WATER
SI

4
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Big Business Squeals When Jackson Flays Monopolie
GIGANTIC CONSPIRACY PUTS
COUNTRY'S WELFARE SECOND
TO LAST, REPORT REVEALS

1937 WIK*4 HMS liSATURIS

COMPIL1D

BY CHAS,SCSMARTZ

DRAWN VI RAMA

109

Court Myths
FARM INCOME PROVES THE
Ridiculed By
STEADY RECOVERY FACTOR
Prof. Powel
TO HALT PRESENT SLUMP

bg.

By HENRY ZON

WASHINGTON (FP). — Assistant Attorney General
Robert Jackson's speech at Philadelphia, laying out the big
business men for their unreasoned opposition to the New
Deal seems to have gone a long way towards stirring up the
animals.
The chief reason it has aroused so much opposition is because it was a corking good speech with a lot of tell-tale
blows in it. There was, for instance, the very striking contrast between the pay raises granted to workers in recent
'months and the pay raises managers granted themselves,
Wm. Knudsen, president of Gen-e.
iral Motors for instance, getting
his bacon money upped from $211,128 in 1.924 to $507,645 in 1936 or
Alfred P. Sloan, Jr., chairman of
General Motors' board, getting
.1201,473 in 1934 and $561,311 in
1936.
Truly, as Jackson stated, "labor
would he happy to get increases
WASHINGTON (FP)—Henry
only in the same proportion" of Ford, the man who denies to his
workers the right to organize and
approximately 150 per cent.
Also a very neat job was the way bargain collectively and the man
In which Jackson presented the who defies the law of the land
contrast between the status of busi- when he is ordered to cease terness under the "cooperative'' re- rprizing his workers, is supporting
gime of Herbert Hoover and under Japanese aggression in China to
the present "hostile" administra- the tune of over a quarter of a
tion. Staggering losses turned into million dollar, it was revealed here
more staggering profits within the in dispatches from Tokyo.
Space of four years is something
The Ford Motor Co. of Japan,
business should have a difficult Ltd., a branch of the vast Ford
time denouncing in terms of "gov- organization which is completely
ernment Interference."
controlled by Henry Ford and his
Jackson's argument, in brief, family, purchased through the
consisted of two main points. One Yokohama Specie Bank "China in.was that big business has gone "on cident" bonds totaling 1,000,000
strike" against the features of the yen or approximately $290,000 dis'administration's program which it patches said. These bonds, similar
dislikes and the second was that to the Liberty bonds mild here durthe growth of monopoly has effect- ing the World War, have been islasely prevented the development sued in order to help Japan finance
of the "free enterprise" about its war on China.
'which businessmen love to talk.
It was contended that the bonds
were purchased because exchange
OVERLOOK POWER
The answer made to the "on' regulations were so rigid as to not
'strike" argument by apologists permit exports of the funds. The
'such as the New York Times Is purchase of the bonds will provide
that for business to strike involves the company with interest paya gigantic conspiracy with the gro- ments until remittances can be
cery store merchant on your cor- made to the parent organization in
ner joining hands with J. P. Mor- Detroit.
gan saying 11 won't buy any goods
Early in the World War, Henry
until President Roosevelt personal- Ford, professing himself an ardent
ly takes It hatchet and chops a believer in peace, financed and
went with a "peace ship" to neuhole in the TVA dams."
What these apologists complete- tral countries in the attempt to
ly ignore is the overwhelming evi- keep them from war and force the
dence gathered by Senate commit- cessation of hostilities. In the prestees and independent economic re- ent instance, apparently, the need
search organizations showing the for interest on money is of paraIntricate interlocking of business. mount importance with peace only
They ignore America's 60 families, a secondary consideration.
to which Jackson referred, and
they ignore the power that one inSUCCESS STORY
fltential firm wields in a business
eemmunity.
"Even my best friends wouldn't
The apologists say that it Is all tell me how unpopular I was,"
a matter of a "lack of confidence" mused White Collar Charlie. "I
without telling us where this lack was at a lows to understand why
of confidence cry began nor by they never came near me.
whom it was started nor why. Cer"Then 1 began gargling ListertiChly a firm like, say, U. S. Steel me and taking a course in how to
which turned a loss of $71,175,705 make friends and influence
people.
In 1932 to a profit of $50,583,356
"Last week four guys were
In 1936 was no grounds for losing around to touch me
for a tenconfidence. Nor has a firm like spot."
General. Motors,, which. in. 1932
made a measly $165,000 as comThe cosmetic industry has gone
pared with a profit of $238,705,193 in for a rash of "skin
vitamin"
In 1936, any good reason for getting ads.
goose pimples.
Suppose a gadget maker was
place the reserves of business are
'working for one boss and found out
in infinitely better condition than
that it was costing him dough to
the reserves of the worker who
.work there, Suppose then that the
strikes. Losses of the monopolist
gadget maker changed bosses and
can easily be made up by boosting
found out that under the second
prices slightly.
boss he was making a tremendous
When General Motors, for inamount of dought. Is it likely that
stance, fails to place buying•orders
the gadget maker would "lose conand tails to increase production
fidence" in his second boss? Big
because it doesn't like the attibusiness says that it is.
tude of the administration and has
HITS STOCKHOLDERS
therefore "lost confidence" it isn't
Another wheeze of the apologists Knudsen or Sloan who take the
Is that for business to strike is rap. It's 30,000 workers in GM
silly because it would be "com- plants who get tossed out on their
mitting economic suicide." It is ears.
Business men reply that they
no more silly for business to go
on strike than it is for workers to must earn dividends for their stockgo on strike, When a worker re- holders otherwise the price of the
times to work unless certain con- stock will fall and there will be
ditions are granted, it is true, he no new capital. They believe, seemgenerally loses his pay for the time ingly, that the price of stock rephe is on strike but the advantages resents truly the earnings of the
he wins far outstrip his momentary industry and that Wall Street is
just one happy market place.
losses.
What is really wonderful is the
The same is infinitely more true
Of business for, in the first place, difference in treatment accorded
K isn't the business manager that business on strike and workers on
loses. It is the poor sucker who strike. One gets candy and cakes
holds the stock. In the second while the other gets lead and gas.

While "Wall Street Babies" Are In Tumble
Act the Steady Flow of Cash Into Growers' Pockets Holds Business Structure Together
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Warehousemen Will
Settle Cage Title

Farm Aid For
Pay Measure
Members of the San Francisco
Requested
and Oakland warehousemen's

I. B. U. SEEKS
ELECTION ON
HARBOR CRAFT

--unions will meet in basketball
WASHINGTON (F P) Repregames on January 11 to settle the
sentatives of agricultural districts
championship title for the Bay rewere asked by Secretary of Agrigion.
NEW YORK, Jan. 5.—Moving
culture
Henry A. Wallace to chip rapidly in the direction of a showThe main event will be between
picked teams playing as Blue fives in and help representatives of ur- down with the International Longand the second contest will find ban districts secure passage of the shoremen's Association, the Inland
the White squads seeking the top wages and hours bill.
Boatmen Union has filed 54 petiscores. The contests will be playtions for Labor Board elections on
In a press conference Wallace as many fleets of New York hared in the Emery High school, 47th
and San Pablo avenue, Emeryville, declared that labor represeotatives bor craft.
rallied to the aid of the agriculat 7:45 p. m.
The announcement was made
San Francisco stars are C. Spirz, tural block when passage of the Jointly by Felix Siren, secretary
H. Trenna, J. Sutter, J. O'Leary, farm bill was imperiled. Recipro- of the Inland Boatmen's Union and
R. Erkilla, W. Cunnane, J. Crump cal action was not forthcoming, he James Melton, joint organizer for
and R. Sutter. Oakland players are said.
the I.. B. U. and the International
"There is a very strong mutual Oil Vorkers of America, successor
R. Burns, D. Alcala, A. Swick, B.
Wilson, F. Verade, V. Gonsalves, interest between labor and agricul- to the Oil Field, Gas Well, and
0. Peterson, D. Robinson, N. Rob- ture," the Secretary declared. "This Refinery Workers.
inson, W. Dunn and J. Verade. particular legislation would not
This is , the first move toward
have harmed the farmers but would determination of
Admission is twenty-five cents,
the collective baraid them. The class of labor which gaining agent for workers on harwould have been helped gradually bor craft since the setting up
of
by the legislation were those at the the
National Labor Relations
bottom of the labor heap.
Board.
"If their incomes were raised
The elections, if ordered., will
CHICAGO (FP)—Peoples Press, $100 annually they would spend cover some 5,000 men , on more
labor tabloid weekly with national $40 for food whereas the more well- than a thousand oil barges, "taxi
circulation, has made an agree- to-do groups spend only about $20 tankers," and tug boats. The opment with the American Newspaper of each $100 for food."
posing union will be the InternaGuild, covering editorial, advertisWallace expressed the hope that tional Longshoremen's Association,
ing, circulation and office employes solons of agriculture and labor dis- headed by Joseph P. Ryan. The
in both its Chicago and New York tricts will unite to pass the labor I. B. U. is CIO. The I. L. A. is
offices and in the field. People's standards measure at .the coming A. F. of L.
Press is the official organ of nine session. "The representatives of
Among the companies on whose
international unions and of 1076 agricultural constituencies have,
craft elections are sought are:
local unions including those in the perhaps, not been quite as conSocony Vacuum Corp.
internationals. It publishes 34 edi- siderate of labor as the representaSun Oil Co.
tios a week with a combined circu- tives of labor have been of agriculTidewater Associated Oil Co.
lation of 310,000.
ture," he asserted.
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By ELIOT JAN EWAY
(Federated Press Financial Writer)
Farm income, it is now clear, has
contributed as much as any single
recovery factor to halt this autumn's
decline in business.
Had this been the United States
of a few years
ago, the 40 per
cent decline in
production, a n d
the doubling of
industrial unemployment in four
short months,
would have precipitated a catastrophic collapse
in buying power
Eliot Janeway
on the farms—
drying up farm income more effectively than drouth ever dried up
the land.
But fortunately for both the farmer and the country, this is the
United States of the New Deal, and
it is going to be spared a new winter of depression.
Thanks to the New Deal, farm
income actually rose while Wall
Street's babies—the steel, railroads
and other durable goods industries
—were tumbling back to their 1931
depths. From September to October, farm income soared counter to
the general trend, rising from $821,000,000 to $911,000,000. This compared with only $758,000,000 for
September, 1936 and $904,000,000 for
October, 1936.
The significance of this steady
flow of cash into farmers' pockets
is much greater than even these
eloquent figures reveal. Farm income plays a unique role in our
economic setup. It acts as a .kind
of , cathartic—a catalyst, as the
chemists say. When everything
goes. up, it is the rise in farm income that makes everything go
up much faster, putting recovery
over the top and into the prosperity range.
HISTORY REPEATS
Go back, to illustrate, to the
bumper crop year of 1924. It was
the farm boom thus stimulated that
put the whole post-war recovery
movement over the top and into
its high for the decade in 1926,.
Then, in 1927, when farm prosperity began to taper off, and this
final stimulus was lost to our
economy as a whole, the industrial frenzy became topheavy. Deprived of the prosperity-dimensioned farm outlet of the midtWenties, it rushed into the 1929
collapse.
At the bottom, farm income exerts the same pressure of the lever
on recovery. And it is this economic power of the farmer upon
which the New Deal has capitalized. From 1932 to 1935 farm income doubled, rising at twice the
rate of income for the country as
•whole. This practical result of
the New Deal, and not the deplorable methods of crop and animal
destruction, is all-important.
And today, as non-farm income
goes down with unemployment,
price declines and corporation
losses, the importance of.the farmer with his still rising income in
the national picture becomes greater than ever. With steel and clothleg production falling away to the
statistical vanishing point—to take
two examples at opposite ends of
the economic scale—the influence
of farm demand for steel wire,
steel in farm implements and steel
for farm power as a check upon
the steel decline is clearly vital.
So is the sustained demand for
farm clothing on the clothing industry.
SALES TELL STORY
No more telling argument. for
sustaining farm income, especially
In times of reversals, need be
sought than the monthly returns
of the two great mail order chains.
While retail sales, were declining
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In the great urban centers, farm
purchasing power was filling the
breach, with Montgomery Ward's
October sales running fully 7.4 per
cent over a year ago, and Sears.
Roebuck's 3.7 per cent ahead.
The business reversal has accomplished at least one readjustment
that is healthy. Farm income, with
larger crops, has risen, be it noted,
while farm 'prices were declining
rapidly. According to the National
Fertilizer Assn., farm ,prices are
now some 16.4 per cent below December, 1936, This has contributed
to a substantial and long overdue
reduction in wage earners' living
costs. It should thus enable urban
dwellers to multiply their purchases of .food and all other farm
products. If 1938 sees the substitution of farm mass production for
farm scarcity—and continued rises
in farm income, as we have had
during the price decline this
autumn—then real wages in the
cities are bound to go up and a
very \real bottom established for
the drop of recovery.

WASHINGTON (FT)—Far inor
vigorous than any tongue Whin
administered to the supreme Court
during the days of the fight eve
the President's reorganization Plan
was the presidential address
Prof. Thos. Reed Powell of the
Harvard Law School before th.
American Political Science Assoctation convention in PhiladelPhia
The speech was read here wit
considerable interest and PleasurP
by those who recalled the franti
defense of the court by alleged
liberals. There was no official la
action to the speech but it did not
pass unnoticed.
Powell declared that it is inconceivable to him that 150 years fron'
now judges will be "prattling th
myths which judges genuflect to
now" and that it is equally ineen
ceivable that "in translating d ue
process clauses and surveying th
boundaries of national p 0 W e r
judges will so presumptuous!,
thwart the execution of legislative
policies as in the recent past."
"Long before then," Powell declared, "I believe that the self-expansion of the judicial role in con
stitutional interpretation will have
ended, to be followed by curtal.
ment imposed, if not from within'
then from without. Long befor
then I am confident that our contemporary judges who hold th
permanent place of honor will b
to
those who so often have had
dissent.
express their attitude in

Higher Wages Demands in
Germany Held Treaso
WASHINGTON (FP)—Demands
for higher wages are "treason" in
Nazi Germany according to a report from the International Federation of Trade Unions to which the
American Federation of Labor is
affiliated.
In the Jone engineering works in
Bautzen, and in the Nowak factory in the same city, Nazi leaders of the "works council" have
been dismissed without notice on
the ,grounds of "having allowed
themselves to be appointed by the
workers to advocate a rise in
wages." The Jone plant .employs
650 and the Nowak factory about
800 workers.
The charges Sate that the "works
council leader ; arrogated to himself
rights to which he was not entitled,
as the settlement of a wages question is the task neither of the Labor Front, (Nazi trade union, organization) nor of the works council nor of the workers." The question of wages is one to be determined solely by the factory owner.
The IFTU reports considerable
indignation among even Nazi workers over the gyp practiced by Dr.
Robert Ley, leader of the Garman
Labor Front. Previously. Ley told
workers that payment of higher
contributions to the Labor Front
entitled them to increased benefits
but an order dated January 1, 1937,
appeared in December, 1937, and
declared that contributions may
not be paid in greater or less pro-
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th
portion than the income of
101
t
contrib1
worker and that false
beneentails loss of claim to the
fits.
Thus German workers who Paid
Increased contributions in the hoP
only
of increased benefits are not
suni
additional
cheated out of the
they paid but are subject to
ties in the form of reduced benepooke
fits. "The Labor Front has
and
contributions
higherthe
ed
anyone who asks afterwards wher
the corresponding benefits are is a
mutineer," the IFTU says.

High Labor
Costs Mean
Top .Salarie
WASHINGTON (FP) — An insight into what the food desWr
mean when they refer to "high
booS
labor costs' which allegedly
and
product
-0
the prices of their
make necessary a smaller Prie
here
to the farmer was afforded
salarie
with a tabulation of the NtItiOrla
of the officials of the
fron
Dairy Prodects Co., compiled
record
Commission
Federal Trade
by Farm Research.
The records show that in 193
331/4
the corporation, which sells
S
V.
the
of all cheese sold in
pur21% of all ice cream, an d
th
chases nearly one-tenth of all the '
in
commercial milk produced
total sale.U. S,, paid 282 officers
ries of $2,626,777.
those of
The top salaries were
J• .
Thos. Mannerney, $108,999,Batoei
,
K raft, $75,000, L. A. Van
C.
$60,000, W. S. Scott, $40,000,35,00
0,
Kraft, $35,246, J. H. Kraft,
Jame
E. J. Finneran, $32,500, goy
eY,
Bruce, $30,000 and V. F.
got
282
$29,566. Forty-eight of the
ove
salaries of $15,000 a year or

STUDENTS BACK LAW
Approx
AUSTIN, Tex. (FP) —
stuthe
rnately three-fourths of
'a
Tex
of
dents at the University
federal anti
the
passage
of
favor
indicated nY a
lynching law, it was
The pail
by
taken
student poll
Texan, student newspaper.
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